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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, May 25, 1950

78

essment
n Increase
r $23,000
Board Of
Fixes 1950
At 65 Cents
dred Dollars

Cobb Resident Richer
Now By One Baby Doll
Mrs. Omer Cook, of Cobb,
is richer by one baby doll for
spotting a balloon bouncing
up and down on a neighbor's
farm. The balloon had been
released the day before at
Pine Bluff, Ark., as a publicity stunt by the city'S merchants. There was a message
in the balloon promising the
finder a baby doll without
charge. She sent the message
to Pine Bluff, and, according
to the Pine Bluff Chambge
of Commerce and the Ptiie
Bluff Commercial, a doll was
mailed to her. The distance
from Pine Bluff to Cobb was
calculated by the Pine Bluff
newspaper as 400 miles.

State To Receive
Bids On Surfacing
Main Street Here

THREE LITTLE HOTFOOTS

Number 47
Accepts New Post

Hotel To Be Built
At Kentucky Lake
Plans for the erection of a
50-room park hotel at Kentucky Lake State Park at a
cost of approximately $400,000 were announced by
Governor Earle C. Clements
at a dinner meeting at Kentucky Dam Village Park
Tuesday night. Contract for
building the hotel will be
awarded next month and the
structure is expected to be
completed for the opening of
the 1951 season next March.
In addition to the 50 rooms,
each of which will have a
private bath, the hotel will
include a large dining room,
kitchen, lobby and lounge
and an observation porch.

Bids Also Asked For
Surfacing Princeton,
Cadiz Road From City
To Trigg County Line

Caldwell Property
Assessment Shows
$243,208 Decrease
Tax Rate For County
And Schools To Be Set
Following Report Of
Budget Commission

Bids will be opened in FrankThe total pi operty assessment
rate for the city of
fort June 9 for the surfacing of
in Caldwell county for taxation
or the current year
Main street in Princeton from
during the present fiscal year
65 cents per hundred
Franklin street to the city limit
shows a decrease of $243,208 over
council in regular
the 1949 list, according to recwest of town, surfacing of oneay night. This is the
ords in the office of Tax Comtenth mile in Fredonia and the,
established for taxamissioner Maggie Dunbar. Total
Princeton-Cadiz road from
assessed property of
assessment in 1949 was $12,072,Princeton to the Trigg county
t year, Mayor Clifton
875, compared to $11,829,667
Ii n e, Highway Commissioner
id.
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis, who in 1950.
John A. Keck announces.
ent of the tax rate
for the last nine years has been
A decrease is shown in all proThe surfacing of Main street
e completion of the
employed as advertising mana- perty listings except bank stocks
in Princeton will be the first
city board of equaliger and society editor for The which showed an increase of $10,major repair work on the street
ay. E. M. McCaslin,
Princeton Leader, has resigned, 470. The assessment was adjusted
since
built
by
an
assessit
was
Cash
Frank
and
ur
effective June 3, to accept the by the county -board of superment on property owners in 1929.
embers of the board.
position as assistant to the gen- visors and approval of the KenMaintenance
of
the
street
was
propthe
city
ation of
eral manager of the Harrodsburg tucky Tax Commission, H. Clyde
assumed
by
the
State
'Highway
ent showed an UP.
Herald, Harrodsburg, Ky. Miss Reeves, chairman, was received
Department in 1942 when Ken,650 over that of last Pickering Says Work
18 On Special List;
Davis, a native of Duncan, Mis- lay the local tax commissioner
tucky
took
over
the
streets
of
wally all of this in- On County Budget May
sissippi, has made her home in recently without any change be34 In Regular Group
state-maintained highwIlt in ina result of listing
Princeton the last 11 years, She ing made.
Be Completed This Week corporated cities for con ruction
Named For 1949-50
hich had not been
will assume her new post after a
The tax rate for the county and
Fifty-two students of Fredonia
The Caldwell county budget and maintenance.
listed and was not an
vacation in Atlanta and Sea Is- schools will be established by
The street, which is in a bad
High School won honor roll ratpresent assessments, a commission is now at work on
land,
Ga.,
and
points
on
the
Florthe fiscal court and school boards
ings for the entire school year ida
the board said.
the county budget for the fiscal state or repair, has been patched
east coast.
following the report of the
assessment for 1950 year 1950-51 and expects to com- for the last several years until
1949-50 which closed last week.
county budget committee on the
$3,851,802, compared plete its work and send the pro- last October when Main street
Eighteen of the group were placbudget for the current fiscal
ed on the special honor roll of First Baptist Church
in 1949. The report posed budget to Frankfort for from Franklin to Cave street reyear, Judge William G. Picker34 on the regular list, according Vacation Bible School
white and 96 colored approval by the state local fi- ceived a temporary surfacing
ing said Wednesday.
istrations. Two male nance officer thIs week, Judge treatment. City and county offimong the performers in a da e revue to be presented at to Principal Guy Nichols.
Will Start Tomorrow
A comparative listing of proStudents who received recogale dogs were listed. William G. Pickering said Wed- cials were advised at that time 8 p. m. Friday at the Butler High School auditorium will be Lee
The annual vacation Bible perty assessments for 1949 and
that permanent surfacing of the
nition
for
their
honor
Mess included pas- nesday.
roll
standEgbert, son of Mr. and Mrs. Louai
ld Egbert; Betty Lou Cash,
ordinance requiring a
Judge Pickering and County street would be placed on t h e daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Ralph C , and Frankie Giannini, son ing for the entire school term school of the First Baptist Church 1950 shows real estate for 1950
will start with the presentation listed at $7,553,583, compared to
f six-inch sewer pipe Attorney C. R. Baker are mem- highway program early this year, of Dr. and Mrs. Frank P.,Giannini. fl'he revue will be presented were:
of a program at 1:30 p. m., to- $7,598,676 in 1949, a decrease of
y maintained sewer bers of the budget commission by Dr. W. L. Cash, former mayor, by Jean Blythe Egbert.
FRESHMEN
morrow, followed by a parade of $45,093.
virtue of their office. The third said.
Special: Linz BroWn, Thelma
Tangible and personal properchildren of the school through
The
specific
announced
by
bids
of a menace to safe- member of the local commission,
May
Canada,
Glenda
Childress,
Rev: Thomas To Deliver Bijy Attacked By Rabid
the business section of the city, ty for 1950, $276,449, with the
ents of the city was appointed by the fiscal court, is the State Highway Department
Shirley Jean Hill, Wanda Phelps
Jimniie Morrison, principail of 1949 list showing $1,286,190, a
Few Near Home In City
ing the report of a J. B. Lester, president of Farm- in Caldwell county • included Commencement Address
and Donna Quertermous.
the school, announced.
decrease of $9,741.
grade, drain and high type surwho was struck ia ers National Bank.
Billy
Clay
Ferguson,
14-yearRegular:
To
Eighth
Grade Class"
Donald Conway,
Manufacturing machinery, etc.,
The school will officially open
y a BB pellett recentThe law requires that the facing of the`Eddyville-Fredonia
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
old
son
of
Joyce Ann Dortch, Laura KathCounty Superintendent Clifton
at 8 a. m.,'Monday with classes 1950, $560,115, compared to
of numerous corn- county budget carnmission shall road from Crider street to the
Mitchell
street,
Ferguson,
100
erine Brown, Betty Sue Ennis,
Clift will present eighth grade
each day from 8 to 11 a. m. $624,746 in 1949, a decrease of
residents who stated make a detailed investigation of Illinois Central railroad crossing
diplomas to 107 graduates of the wes attacked on Hopkinsville Gloria Hess, Lenora Rice, Don through Friday of next week.
$64,631.
w lights have been each separate activity of the in Fredonia, a diatance of 0.1
animal
which
he
Rogers and Rose Ellen Terrell.
eighth grade of the county school street by an
Livestock in 1950 is listed for
d automobiles shot county for which county funds mile.
Sixty-five
workers
are
enlistrecognized to be a fox as he was SOPHOMORES
Princeton-Hopkinsville road system in the annual graduating returning to his home from a
ed in the vacation Bible school $582,354, compared to $683,372 in
he BB guns was made are to be expended by the fiscal
Special: Mary Louise Askew,
ceremony in the county court
program. Superintendents of the 1949, a decrease of $101,018.
Chief Harold Rudd.
court. The commission estimates from Main and South Jefferson room here Saturday in a program pioture show a few nights ago.
Joletta Beckner, Mary Louise
Bank shares for the current
streets
in
Princeton
along
East
various departments are:
Pit W e b b, Cardin, funds needed for each purpose
rabid
supposedly
fox
fasT'ae
Canada, Margarette Howton and
beginning at 1:30 p.m., it was
year are listed at 543,316, while
Hammonds attended and the anticipated revenue. Not Main street to Franklin, 0.04 announced
,Mrs.
Louis
Litchfield,
in
begintened
its
teeth
the
youth's
Leroy McNeeley.
yesterday.
the 1949 list showed $412,846, an
less than 20 days be
-re the mile; Princeton-Marion road from
The Rev. J. Holland Thomas, clothing, tearing his clothing and
Regular: Barbara Jean Austin, ners; Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Mar- increase of $10,470.
time for adoption of the budget, Main and South Jefferson streets pastor tot the Baptist Church, inflicting a skin wound on his Clinton Beavers, Barbara Lee tin, primary; Mrs. McKee ThomThe property assessment in
the county iudge sends two top- along Main, Plum and West Main Fredonia, will deliver the com- left leg below the knee before Cartwright, Annalene Harper, son and Miss Eloise Jones, junanal Serv!ce
Caldwell county for 1949 was inies to the state local finance of- streets in Princeton to city lim- mencement address.
iors,
and
Mrs.
Bernard Jones, in- creased $101,127 by the Kentucftev. fOosening its hold. Anti-rabies Leo Hill, Dick Rice, Kathleen
Auditorium
ficer for his approval as to form it, 0.7 mils; Princeton-Cadiz road George W. Filer, pastor of the treatment is being administered Vinson and Jackie Yandell.
termediates. Mr. Morrison Is ky Tax Commission after the
from
Princeton
to
Trigg
county
principal of the school with Mrs. county equalization
Night, May 29 and classification.
First Christian Church, Prince- to the youth, Mrs. Arney T. JUNIORS
board had
After approval by the state lo- line, 10.9 miles.
Homer Purdy to be the pianist. completed
of the Ray-Criderton, will give the invocation and Rawls, of tt e County Health
work on the local tax
Regular: Patricia Bradshaw,
The Rev. H. G. M. Hatler is
No. 5595, Veterans cal finance officer, the proposed
special music will feature duets Unit, said.
Frank Faught, Doris George and
commissioner's report. Real espastor.
Wars, will pay trib- budget is submitted tO the fiscal Spring Handicap Golf
by Miss Jane Hogan and Miss
tate was increased $30,127 and
William Phelps.
court
at
the
time
fixed
for
adopdeceased post mmDorla Stallings.
manufacturing machinery was
SENIORS
Five From Caldwell
Tourney Is In Progress
levy
which
of
the
county
tax
tion
her deceased veterans
Christine Campbell, Fredonia,
increased $71,000, the records
Special: Milladeane Barnes, Jaycees To Sponsor
Deadline for the first round in
Graduate
At
Murray
must
not
be
later
than
July
1
al service in the audwas omitted from the list of
shdlv.
Doris Dearing, Myrtle Horning,
the- the ..Spring Handicap golf tour- graduates through an oversight
Five students from Caldwell Wanda Nelson, Marjorie Sigler Softball League Here
13u1lei—I1igh School each year.'It -is hoped
nament now in progress at the
ready
for
the
budget
will
be
The
Junior
Chamber of Comht, May 29, in a proPrinceton Golf and Country by teachers in last week's issue county are among the 367 mem- and Barbara Williams.
bers of the graduating class of
ng at 7:30 p. m., it court's approval at its next reg- Club is Sunday, Hart Warren, of The Leader.
Regulars: Dean Akridge, Sara merce discussed plans to organJune
13,
ular meeting date on
Murray State College. Gradua- Crayne, Edith Hogan, Dolly June ize a softball league here in
golf pro, announces. Deadline for
tion exercises will begin with Kennedy, Jetta Murray, Wanda Princeton at a meeting of the or0. M. Shultz will ae- Judge Pickering said.
the
second
been
set
round
has
Set.
Hughey
Visiting
The county budget commission
the alumni banquet to be held Riley Sherrills, Amanda Terrell ganization held Tuesday night at
morial address which
for Sunday, June 4. The club's
the Princeton Hotel.
Saturday, May 27, and will be and Luretta Traylor.
lowed by a tableau must, post the proposed budget tournament committee urges all With His Parents Here
a military cemetery, in the court house and publish it players to contact their opponThe league, it was said, is to
Sgt. William D. Hughey arriv- concluded with the awarding of SEVENTH GRADE
Catherine Hopper And
mb of the unknown in a local newspaper not less than ents and play off the matches as ed Sunday morning for a 15-day degrees by President Ralph H.
be composed of eight teams with
Special: Gary Childress.
adoption.
before
ten
days.
Nancy Armstrong Guests
Wood
at
commencement
Monday
scene will feature a
furlough with his parents, Mr.
Regular: Sue Blackburn, Don- games to be played every TuesAny citizen of the county may soon as possible, Warren stated. and Mrs. W. J. Hughey, 500 West night, May 29.
am the unknown solald Franck and Phillip Phelps. day, Thursday and Saturday Of Four Local Clubs
e response from his appear before or petition the. ATTENDS COMMENCEMENT
nights at the V.F.W. ball park.
Main street. Sgt. Hughey is staLocal students who are gradu- EIGHTH GRADE
Miss Catherine Hopper, daughThe Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido tioned at the Francis E. Warren ating are James Henry Mason,
Y. The program will fiscal court on any part of the
Regular Betty Burton, Patsy Tentative plans call for the first ter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper,
bedcounty
the
Because
the sounding of "taps." budget.
is in Louisville where he attend- Air Force Base, Cheyenne, Wy- B.S. Agriculture; Sarah Christine Dortch and Nancy Travis.
game on Thursday, June 1.
and Miss Nancy Armstrong,
ic is cordially invited get is so important an element ed the alumni banquet of the oming. He will receive his dis- Brown, B.S.; Louis Edward CarIndividuals or firms interested daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
the memorial service, in local government, this means Presbyterian Seminary yesterday charge in July, 1951.
ter, B.S.; Laura Kathryn McMr. Aubrey H. Childress, in sponsoring a team are re- Armstrong, have been chosen to
was provided for the taxpayers to at hoon and, the commencement
Gough Hickey, .B.S. Home Eco- Louisville, spent last weekend quested to contact C. W. Scott represent Carlisle Orange Unit
have an opportunity to express exercises of the school last night. Loperfido To Address
nomics, and William F. Brown, with his mother, Mrs. W. W. or Bayless Wadlington immed- No. 116, American Legion Auxiltheir opinions on county finance
B.S.
Childress, Eagle street.
iately.
iary, at the fourth annual KentucLyon
Front Super
Eighth
Graders
IN BETUFIL RECITAL
before the budget is adopted.
ky Girls State, which will be held
The Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido,
Miss Bo nie Jean King, daughThe law makes it illegal for
pens Friday
in Patterson Hall, Lexington,
rid opening of Red the county to spend money for ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. King pastor of the Central Presbyter- Red Cross Chapter
June 1146, Mrs. Alvin W. Lisan' new all self-service any purpose in excess of t h e of Fredonia, will sing in a Junior ian Church herer-w444--deliver the To Elect Officers
by, chairman of the committee
Bethel
Woman's
music
recital
at
commencement
address
to
Lyon
budget
in
the
provided
amount
tWill be held Friday,
Calawell Chapter of the Ameri•
has announced.
Ivan Fralick, manager, for that purpose. However, in College Thuriday, May 25, it is county eighth grade graduates can Red Cross will be held in
Girls are chosen from the curMiss
King
is
at
announced:
study7:30
p.
m.
tonight
at
Eddyville
may
be
budget
certain cases, the
the George Coon library Friday
rent junior high school class by
school.
ing
voice
at
the
High
School,
it
is
announced.
C. which is the largest amended or transfers made by
afternoon, June 2, beginning at
their fellow-students and teach, has been under con- the fiscal court.
4:00 p.m., Mrs. Leo Linton aners and they must have a high
Several months and
nounced Wednesday.
Ai scholastic standing. The two girl
on N. Harrison street.
Legion Auxiliary Will
New chapter officers will be
-J from Princeton are being sent to
is, according to Mr.
elected at the meeting and rethe Kentucky Girls State through
asures 60 by 120 feet. Distribute Poppies
the cooperation of the Kiwanis,
ports of all work done in the
The traditional red poppies,
t lights have been inRotary, BPW and Legion Auxilchapter during the past year will
the ground outside which are worn by millions slat
be reported.
iary organizations of the city.
has been blacktopped Americans each Memorial Day
From the 51 units which will
All persons who donated $1 or
in honor of America's war dead,
Parking space.
more to the Red Cross are memsend representatives to the meetthe
streets
distributed
on
will
be
Market street and
ing, two girls, who can best repbers of the local chapter and
t stores will be closed here Saturday by women of the
resent Kentucky, will be chosen
are urged to be present at the
Auxiliary,
acLegion
iiday with personnel American
to attend the National'Girls State
meeting,
Mrs.
Linton
said.
Childress,
(a stores going to the cording to Mrs. Ernest
in Washington, D. C., July 28arket. Ezra Franklin, Auxiliary poppy chairman. PopAug. 3. All expenses to this meetCarolyn Croft Sings
the Main street store, pies to be distributed here, acing will be paid by the national
nned assistant of the cording to Mrs. Childress, were
9n Radio Station WHAS
organization of the Legion Auxmade by patients at Outwood
it was said.
iliary, it was stated.
-"Mrs. I. N. Croft and Miss CarHospital.
dlyn Croft .were in Louisville
The purpose of the Girls State
ert If. Dalzell and
over ,the weekend. While there
Is to acquaint leaders from the
at, spent Wednesday
Kercheval Improving
Miss Croft sang over radio station
Editor's Note: Much of the in- evening, Sunday School and various sections of the state with
n Louisville
WHAS on the "Coffe Call" hour, formation on the origin of the Training Union each Sunday and the functions of state and nationFollowing Operation
sponsored by the National Bis- Midway Baptist Church, as well choir practice each Wednesday al government with the girls parC. E. Kercheval, cashier of the
cuit Company.
as the history of the Harmony evening. The church also has an ticipating in the governmental acFarmers National Bank, underand Otter Pond Churches, was ob- active W.M.U. and young peo- tivities. Miss Rosie Beck, and Miss
went a major operation at the
tained from the History of Ken- ple's organizations. Jimmie Mitch- Patsy Horn are retiring as lieuQUESTION
Fredonia Seniors Tour
Mayo clinic in Rochester, Minn.,
tucky Baptists, compiled and ell k superintendent of the Sun- tenant governor and attorney
were no object, and last Thursday where he has been
The
Bluegrass
Section
written by Dr. F. M. Masters. The day School, Theo Atwood is direc- general, respectively.
spend your vacation receiving treatment for several
The senior class of the Fredonia book is now in publication and tor of the Tekining Union and
ever you wished, how weeks. His condition is very satHigh School returned from a will be available soon.
Mrs. Collin Ladd is president of Mail
Vend it?
isfactory, accordinl to the last
Delivery Cut
The modern brick edifice with the W.M.U.
two-day tour of the bluegrass
ANSWERS
report received by friends here.
Now
In Effect Here
situated
is
white
pillars
on
a
hill
ovMitchell
section
Mocime
chairman
of
Of
Kentucky
Tuesday
Marmon: I guess I'd
A cut in mail service as recentnight. They were accompanied by erlooking state highways 128 and the 12-member board of deacons.
e Prance de Leon HoHold
Mr. and Mrs, Guy Nichols, spon- 128 ten miles southeast Of Prince- Other deacons of the Midway ly ordered by the postmaster
Orleans and spend Presbyterians To
sors of the claw, Miss Cleo Hart, ton, complete with Sunday School Church are H. C. McConnell/ L. general was put into effect here
my life eating ;hat Vacation Church School
Shown here is a drawing of Ralph E. Boaz, son of Mrs. Lu- a teacher in the school, and Jack rooms, ldtchan, full-size base- It Sims, Collin Ladd, Guy &IOW- Wednesday with mail being deking.
The Central Presbyterian
ment, choir loft and baptistry is ders, Rudolph Morris, Earl Wood, livered once instead of twice a
!son Eldred,: I'd take Church will conduct its Vats- cille Hammond, White street, who was killed October 23, 1844, Byrd.
the home of the Midway Baptist Claude if. Wood, Otis Smiley, day, Postmaster John Mahan
uth America and vis- lion 'Church School from June 5 while serving in an ambulance corps in India during World War
announces. The cut in service, it
Lee Mashburn and Billy White.
rincipal seaports.
to June 18 from 8:30 a. m. to 11. The youth, who was 21 at the time of his death, drew the \Mr. and Mrs. Bill Granstaff Church.
The Rev. 0. G. Prickly holds a
Since the church was organized was explained, was ordered to
and little son, Frank, are visitchard Ratliff;
I'd 11:30 a. rn each week day, it is above just prior to his graduating from high school at Omaha, Neb.
Piths, France, paint- annourised. All children of the It was published In hia schooLpaper and in the Omaha World ing his parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. full-time pastorate, with worship from t h e congregations of the decrease the expense of operating the postal department.
services each Sunday morning and
L. Granstaff, and family.
(Please turn to Page Seven)
community are invited to attend. Herald
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Poor Farm Is Our Problem
the Woman's MisBlame for the deplorable conditions which
found at the
they
said
Church
Baptist
First
the
of
sionary Union
county offiour
upon
only
not
rests
Farm
Poor
Caldwell County
county.
the
of
residents
are
who
cials but upon us
in accordance
Those elected to public office usually perform
they represent. And we
to the expectations of the people whom
lets the fiscal court know
are certain that if a large enough group
at the farm, the improvemade
be
should
improvement
much
how
"
forthcoming.
be
ment will
next year or so
Thousands of dollars could be spent within the
making a few
at the farm, however several hundred dollars spent
up with
repairs, painting and screening the buildings and cleaning
present condisoap and water would be a big improvement over
suffice, and
tions. Of course one good scrubbing a year will not
to take on these
wife
his
and
manager
farm
the
for
possible
not
is
ft
additional duties without some extra help.
faces
The problem of the poverty-stricken, which this county
decades.
today, is not new for it has baffled sociologists for many
shelter
There always will be people who depend upon society for
naand food. It is of necessity that this and other counties of the
tion set up places for people who have no home except the street.
It is out duty at least to provide them with the minimum necessities of life.
Closer cooperation of the people with those elected to office
will go a long way toward preventing so called "deplorable conditions" which arise occasionally in all communities.

Farm Surplus Solution
At the heart of the costly farm problem in the United States
is the agricultural surplus. The problem dates back long before
the war. But since then government payments to farmers, still
following the . wartime incentives to greater production, have continued to pile up an excess .and in some crops to make it larger.
The immediate need is to reduce the surplus.
There is a practical long-range solution, says Prof. John D.
Black of Harvard University. He advises transferring the surplui
acreage producing the unneeded crops to the production of foods for
which ready use can be found. This would furnish better nutrition
to millions of the lower-income population and could banish malnutrition, he declares. As this eminent farm economist views it:
All this country needs in the way of a surplus program is a
program for getting consumed the dairy and other livestock products that would be produced on 40 to 50 million acres of land now
in potatoes, wheat, cotton, tobacco, and a few other crops. The
place to begin is with legislation to set up programs that will
bring about the increased consumption of dairy and related livestock products.
Flis plan proposes a doubling or trebling of the present school
feeding program. The federal government and local government
would pay the cost. Then would come adoption of the Aiken national food allotment plan, designed to enable the great bulk of
the low-income families to buy their dairy and poultry foods and
meats at half price or close to it and other foods at around twothirds. The cost of the federal government's part in these programs, h..! believes, would be no greater than that of the present
agricultural programs.
This plan, to be sure, may seem simply to exchange one type
of farm program for another equally expensive. But there is a
very real difference. The Black proposal would put the surplus to-,
far better use than apparently endless storage or sheer waste by
destruction.
If the nation insists on subsidizing surpluses, this plan has
obvious advantages over the present. system. But surely a better
solution lies in another direction—to reduce the surplus-spurring
subsidies.
—(The Christian Science Monitor)

The Axe Falls A Month Later

•
The last General Assertiley passed a law barring children not
six years old by September 1 from entering school that year. The
Jaw formerly permitted children becoming six years of age by.
January 1 of the school year to enter in September.
Now an assistant Attorney General has given an opinion modifying the new law, by saying children can enter school this fall if
they become six years old within thirty days'after the term begins,
-or about October 1
It is merely a case of letting the axe fall a month later. But
there must be a dividing line somewhere, and no place is popular
with those adversely affected. And we have yet to understand why
the General Assembly took the time.to .pass such legislation, when
the school administrators and parents seemed reasonably well satisfied with the law as it stood. •
—(The Kentucky Standard.)

Kentucky On The March

Road Signs For Kentucky Dam
By Ewing Galloway
A couPle on their way from the Deep South to their home in
Connecticut dropped in for a two-day visit at the farm, and since
it was their first trip into west Kentucky we wanted to show them
something worth remembering. What should it be? You've guessed
it. Kentucky Dam, the biggest and most impressive man-made thing
in the state. We left our place at noon and drove the 120 miles by
3:30 p. m. Our guests were duly impressed. Incidentally,
we got a fine fish dinner at the restaurant on the reservation.
At the intersection of U. S. 60 with 68, about three miles west
of Paducak, there was a road sign directing tourists to the dam.
Where a side road leads from 68 to the dam, there was another sign.
A total of two signs!
I understand people from distant states are still getting lost on
country roads trying to locate Kentucky Dam. A year ago Conservation Commissioner Henry Ward, a Paducahan, assured me that
adequate road signs directing tourists to the dam would be forthcoming. Up to the day this piece is written the signs haven't
arrived.
We read in the papers that Governor Clements has approved
the purchase of a color travel supplement to be run in the CourierJournal'on Sundays, for the purpose mainly of glorifying Kentucky
to Kentuckians. The picture supplement may be a good investment.
It cannot fail if it interests a lot of Kentuckians in the numerous tourist attractions they have been overlooking.
On the other hand it is difficult to your correspondent to understand why the simplest, cheapest, and primarily the most important thing in encouraging people from outside the state to visit our
big attractions is road signs. If signs for Kentucky Dam are not
already on the way, maybe a conference of Commissioner of Highways John A. Keck, Conservation Commissioner Ward and Governor
Clements would get results. From what I have seen while driving
over much of. Kentucky in the last cOuple of years all the other big
attractions also need more road-sign publicity.
Commissioner Keck submitted to Gov. Clements a big scrapbook of clippings about travel in the state last year. The total spent
in the state by out-of-state tourists was $228,856,874. The estimate
should be reasonably accurate.
With adequate road signs, many of them outside of the state,
telling people how to get to our attractions, the cash droppings
should be $100,000,000 more.
It would be interesting if Mr. Keck's statisticians could give us
fairly accurate figures on how much monity Kentucky tourists drop
each year In other states. I'm sure it would be five dines as much
as outsiders leave with stn.
'lów lit mOrai'spent here-Ts-tapTfiiTkddid to whariFe iilieady
have. Capital gain. Our money spent outside Kentucky is capital
look if I know my arithmetic. 'ff
(Syndicated By The Union County Advocate)
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sound,
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are "good will ambassadors of
It was my pleasure not long
NEWS DIREC
reai ehnetaelrtii,iago to interview former Cabinet aprivate
the town," As was said in the
article, "no truer words have
those who are Minister Ernest Browne, and he is
What President Truman calls Since there are
been said." And that is as true
that the physi- quite upset at the way his idea
convinced
equally
his Fair Deal program contains
ost
of the Princeton band as any
do not hew has been worked out.
surgeons
manner of proposals many of cians and
ally
other band in the country. The all
Here is the nub of the situation.
Democrats as well as closely enough to the line of
critics,
his
Princeton band has done a mighty
As a sort of generalization, the
aren't so sure are truth to win their argument.
Republicans,
good itib of selling this communGenerally, patients realize that people of the world are becoming impressed by thsi;
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ity not only to Kentucky but "Fair".
il kferogof ,
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of charity cases. It year. But many persons simply tute The challenge •
the Medical Insurance Bill—and have his share
A Princetonian is always a it has other names, too. The Amer- is interesting that thls philosophy feel they cannot afford to pay for
Princetonian and a Kentuckian ican Medical Association calls it —of payment according to ability medical care every time one of
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!
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Certainly the propaganda for And,
long they are away. So when and against whatever you may tag you. want to look at it that way.
through entire communities. A elevation of any ma
the
the
observation,
United States,
we Fa w where members of
contagious one can get a wonderIt has been my
the proposal has caused a wideNew York Society of Kentucky spread emotional storm. From the though, that a good many patients
Women held an annual meeting beginning the AMA launched a wonder where fair, or even high
we knew there should be a, vigorour campaign against and fees and exhorbitant charges bePrineetonian in the group. And never has let up. Just mention the gin.
One incident brought to my atsure enough we fpund the names program to a physician and watch
tention recently concerns a man
of Lillian Childress and Dr. God- his blood boil.
frey Childress. Dr. Childress -and
Just last week, Doctor Elmer who has not been moved by the
Mrs. Childress entertained the Henderson of Louisville, presi- AMA propaganda campaign
group at their home in Valhalla, dent-elect of the Medical Associa- against the compulsory health inN. Y., last month. Dr. Childress is tion and president of the World surance program—except to ana leading physician on the staff Medical group, told an audience ger. This fellow received a bill
It has bs•o ohs* usd
of Grasslands Hospital in Val- at New Albany, Indiana that com- for $125 for medical attention
work a bow sun 1014;
4
cost—
would
thought
he
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be
will
halla.
insurance
health
pulsory
W
workets novo done, Th
one of the big issues of this year's and which might fairly have cost
•
• J IONS•••
—about $75.
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Congressional elections.
of this odags mght
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Stamped on that bill was a litKentucky, Illinois, Ohio, Indiana,
Doctor Henderson added that
intO ,•,.•• frt.
motribto ol the inechcal
•
Nr•
•
•
Virginia and Alabama are lead- the AMA weir:ernes a test, that tle cartoon, or drawing, showing
ing coal producing states.
a Doctor's eine is devoted almost entirely to he patent
he is convinced that the campaign a long line of the lame, the halt
against the plan has arous- and the blind waiting apathetiaccoropcmy sus 'costly physloon on his rounds los o
Wildlife conservationists rec- waged
ed the public to the defense of cally for a harried physician to
doubtedly be quite exhausted long before he had cies!.e.
ommend that farmers and foreswhat, we suppose, should be re- get around to them. The cut-line
ters leave a few hollow trees for
kali lee his day is indeed a long one.
to as the private enterprise read something like: "This is soraccoons, squirrels and other ani- ferred
cialized medicine."
of medicine.
system
mals and birds.
The propaganda back-fired beWe agree with Doctor HenderIdaho is the largest silver pro- son's first statement. The latter, cause the man was only infuriated
PHONE 2075
of course, is a matter of opinion. at what he considered an overducing state.

Littley,Chips
Our town is a big town, but I
never realized how big the -door
is until Mayor Clifton Hollowell
presented the Princeton Rotary
Club with a key to the city last
week. From my seat at the meeting, I estimated the length to be
about a yard. Now, if we could
Just fill this big door-way with
tourists this summer, think of
the thousands of extra dollars
which would come into Princeton.
I

•

•

With decoration day almost
here again, I read a poem recently in a column written by Jack
Wild, public relations director
at the University of Kentucky,
which is appropriate this week.
They shall grow not old,
As we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them,
Nor the years condemn.
At the going down Of the min
and in the morning
We will remember them.
_ _a • •
We noticed where C. A. Woodall, Jr., of Hopkinsville, son of
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, Sr.,
Princeton, came into the news
again recently with his high

Literary
Guidepost
By Jim Becker
JACKIE ROBINSON, by Bill Roeder (Barnes; $2.50) TED WILLIAMS, by Arthur Sampson
(Barnes; $2.50)
The story of Jackie Robinson
has been told many times. Probably persons who have never seen
a game are familiar with aspects
of the career of the 30-year-old
colored athlete who broke down
baseball's color line.
Yet, that the story has been
often in the telling does not detract from Roeder's book, which is
the first in .a projected series of
biographies of players who are
named each year as the most valuable in their respective leagues.
Robinson gained this honor in
the National League in 1949. Ted
Williams was similarly honored
in the American League, and with
a book in this series.
That Roeder's book is a fine job
of writing is no surprise for the
young (under 30) sports writer
for the New York World-Telegram and Sun has been producing
delightful copy since he began
covering the baseball beat in 1945.
But this dramatic tale of an
American's winning fight against
big odds has thrown many a
wrifei-. Roeder here has traced
the development of Robinson from
his poverty-haunted youth and
gives little reported incidents of
his college and Army days. (At
UCLA, Jack was an "outspoken
competitor." There were those
who did not like this. Often they
were the same people-who admired this quality in a white athlete.)
It is a strong book because it
answers the questions: "What
manner of man is this who ha,,
performed this great act of courage? And how did he get that
way?"
Companion piece for the Robinson book is Arthur Sampson's
on Ted Williams. It is not in the
same class. Ted Williams is an
enigma—or at least Boston Sports
writers have made him so. The
belst hftter in basebalt he is
moody, introspective, slow to
warm up to fans or writers. Once
he tried to strike out on purpose
TO spite booing spectators. Why
is he that way? Either Sampson
doesn't know or he isn't interested. If you are, skip this book. If
you aren't, you can find -everything in it In a record book.
•
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Do You Know?
Huge frescoes id,the cathedral
of Viborg, Denmark, illustrate
Old and New Testament stories.

9
bIltbdwip •

Pssh!
enlightened days, some poor
E sucker these
or other is sold the Brooklyn Bridge.
VEN IN

Denmark encompasses more
than 500 islands.

Or a gold brick. Or a money-printing machine.
No kidding.
And yet, it's only because it's human to want
to make money in a hurry—in order to enjoy
Life's Finer Things. Usually it can't be done.
Not that way.
The way to enjoy Life's Finer Things is to
save for them. And one of the finest ways to
save money is to stick some of your salary into
U.S. Savings Bonds regularly.
Even better than that is to have it done for

The Ituri forest in Northern
Rhodesia is peopled with pygmies.
The Mason-Dixon Line was surveyed in colonial times to establish the boundaries between
lands granted to the Penn and
Calvert families.
The U. S. Bureau of Mines says
the nation's most important deposits of chfomite are in Stillwater and Sweetgrass counties, Montana.
Chromite is used in high-speed,
engineering and stainless steels.
The rare Ross's snow goose Is
believed to have increased to
nearly 2,000 in recent years, according to the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife SeNice.

you. Automatically and painlessly. For instance,
through the Payroll Savings Plan where you
work. Your U. S. Savings Bonds investments
come out of your salary, and you don't even
wince when it happens.

Beginning Friday, May
]nd continuing through
24, 010 to 12 pound S
id Ham will be given
)
bsolutely free every
except Sundays) at 2
rou do not have to buy
thing -- just register
day. Not necessary t
present to win. Come i
..
loon in the fun.

Or,if you're not on anybody's payroll, use the
Bond-A-Month Plan at the bank where you have
your checking account. Speak to your friend, the
teller. He'll set you straight on this convenient plan.
But for goodness sake, don't buy a bridge.
And forget about printing machines. Don't waste
your money. Save it—'.d in ten years you U
enjoy the harvest.

taleptiontt-Bug UScarf

I
S

The Sacramento (Calif.) National Wildlife Refuge is a popular wintering ground for geese.
The U. S. Bureau of Land Management took in more than .$37,000,000 from management of the,
public domain-1n 1049,
The U. S. produced nearly 6,
,
000,000,000 tons of coal between
1940 and 1948.
,

WOOD BROS.
"Dad'n Lad Store"

STEGER LUMBER CO.
_PRINCETON CREAMERY

BODENHAMER'S
MORGAN'S
CORNER DRUG STORE
B. N. LUSBY CO.

ml,I,
ht an official U. S. Treasury advierilseteent--prepated ander auspices of Treasury Department and Advertising coonco.
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GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY, MAY 26111
Of The Brand New
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RED FRONT
SUPER MARKET
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of
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and
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to
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to
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County a Modern Sanitary Food Market
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new
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Store
New
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sale
on
now
are
foods
fresh
of
stacks
and
handling foods. Stacks

A"Aeo
ALL WELCOME

AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
FREE HAMS
Beginning Friday, May 26,
3nd continuing through June
?4, a 10 to 12 pound Smokd Ham will be given away
3bsolutely free every day
except Sundays) at 2 p. m.
fou do not have to buy anything -- just register every
day. Not necessary to be
present to win. Come in and
join in the fun.
YVVIVIOAAAAA°""

The Red Front Slogan Is

Every Time"
Your Money
"More For
EVERY RED FRONT EMPLOYEE IS PLEDGED TO
LIVE UP TO THIS SLOGAN

Come in and let us show you
around. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick, Mr. and Mrs.
Ezra Franklin, Mrs. Reba V.
Franklin, Mrs. Maurine Meadows, Mrs. Mary Bell Young,
George M. Powell, Hewlett
E. Morris, James N. Tyrie,
Mrs. Galena Young, Owen
Thomas, Alta Tandy, Willard
Walls and T. W. Jones.

~AAAAAAAAAIV

Monarch Finer Foods Demonstration
DS
4 oDS
BOVI° —

.4ANA1
z

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME
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Hopkinsville Road

om of a devoted family, augmented by friendships, old and
new; and a continued interest in
the world about him, a changing
world in which he has been a
vital and Important figure; and
Hodge, Jr., of Chicago.
in which his faith continues, acMr. Hodge's many friends wish cording to 0
optimiitIc outlook
.
That on life.
fiCz: hiai the eoiiUisued
at t,be present time enfolds him,
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
a cherished member in the boa-

Valedictorian

Salutatorian

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Cummins
spent Sunday with their daughter, Mrs. Buddy Brown and family in the Eddy Creek commun-

By Mrs. Dolly M. Catlett
Lawyer S. D. Hodge, one of
ifiiketon's "Oldest 'residents; otr
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hardrick
served his 81st birthday Sunday,
of Oak Ridge, Tenn., spent SunMay 21, at his home on North
day with Mrs. Hardrick's parents,
Seminary street, passing the day
Mr. and Mrs. Nath Bates.
quia‘ly in the company of his
Mrs. Joe P'Poole and children,
daughters, Misses Virginia and
recently
Joe and Sue, visited
Mary Dancie Hodge, who prewith her sister, Mrs. Nettie Joinpared the appetizing birthday
er, Dawson Springs.
meal, which he thoroughly enMrs. Ann Nuckols Willis has
joyed.
received word of the passing of
A number of friends and old
her mother-in-law, Mrs. James
years,
acquaintances of the
Willis in New York City. High
• ropped in at intervals to wish
St.
in
said
was
Requiem Mass
him happy returns, and to conJohn's Cathedral, New York,
gratulate him on his hale rind
are
Tuesday morning. Surviving
DAVID ALEXANDER
'ELEANOR ANN JONES
hearty state of health, enjoyed
several children of New York
David Alexander, son of Mr. by him for the most part during
Miss Eleanor Ann Jones, daughand two grandchildren of this ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jones, and Mrs. J. D. Alxeander, 713
his entire life.
community.
Mint Springs farm, is salutator- West Main street, is valedictorian
Mr. Hodge is a native of CritMrs. Huel Nuckols spent the ian of the 1950 graduating class of the graduating class of Butler
tenden county, and was born in
weekend in St. Louis where she at Haller High Schl. Com- High School this year. He has
Marion, the county seat, May 21,
attended the Armed Forces pa- mencement exercises were held won outstanding honors in music
1869. He was educated there at
rade Saturday.
in the Butler auditorium Thurs- as well as scholarship.
the old Marion Academy, and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Thomas day.
claimed the late._Judge Clem
spent Sunday with Mrs. Thomas'
Nunn and Senator 011ie James
but was able
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gene ing her visit here
as contemporaries and classmates,
to return home this week.
Storms of Christian county.
under the well known instrucDawson Road
Mrs. Ruby Thomas spent SatMrs. Dora Williamson and Mr.
Dawson Road Homemakers tors of that time, Prof. John J.
Roscoe Carnes, an employee of urday night with Vera Mae Club met Thursday, May 18, at 2 Nall, and the Rev. Henry Adthe M. Livingston Grocery in Thomas.
p. m., at the home of Mrs. U. B. ams. He began the study of law,
Paducah, together with several
in the office of his father, the
Bill Williamson h a s pur- Rogers.
other employees of the firm, spent
The meeting was opened with late Singleton Hodge, a lawyer
chased a new car which he is
Sunday at Kentucky Lake. The
scripture reading and thought for of note for several decades. His
enjoying greatly.
party enjoyed dinner at one of
was given by Mrs. law examination was passed at
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Nabb, Jr., the month
the favorite dining rooms at the
Nichols. Each member an- Marion, with the late Lem James,
and daughter, Kay, spent the Jack
resort.
with "An Heir- father of Senator 011ie James,
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. swered roll call
Mr. and Mrs. Van Chadoin and
and the late Senator Wm. J. Deloom I Treasure".
Nebb, Evansville.
'Thomas
daughter, Charlotte P'Poole, EvMrs. K. T. Vick, president, led boe as members of the examinansville, spent the weekend at
session, during which ing board.
Miss Anna Major, Washington, the business
Mrs. Chadoin's home in this
Mrs. Glover Lewis reported on
The late Judge Walter Blackvacation
her
spending
is
community. Miss P'Poole, an em- D. C.,
the rummage sale held Saturday, the late Judge Clem Nunn of
ployee of a furniture store in with her mother, Mrs. W.- E. May 6.
Marion, were admitted to the
Evansville, was seriously ill dur-. Major.
The lesson on flower arrange- bar at this time, all having taken
ments was given by Mrs. Roy the same examination.
Ward and Mrs. Fred Nichols, Jr.
Mr. Hodge came to Princeton
Members were divided in pairs in
October Of 1895, having reto make a flower arrangement. sided here for the past 55 years
These were judged for style, colHis first law partner after comor and design.
ing to Princeton was the late
Mrs. Jack Nichols was in charge
James T. Coleman, but he later
of the recreation period and afwas associated with his father,
terward delightful refreshments
Singleton Hodge.
were served by the hostess.
He continued in active practice
Members present were Mesdames K. T. Vick, Bill Palmer, until 1948, when he retired beWalter Rogers, Charlie Tandy, cause of illness, from which he
Jack Nichols. Verdie Creekmur, rapidly recovered; in the interMarvin Stallins, Clyde Clayton, im of years, he was associated
Fred Nichols, Jr., Roy Ward, with many constructive activities
Glover Lewis and W. B. Rogers. of the town, serving as County
Visitors present were Mesdames Attorney from 1921 to 1925, and
J. E. Mason, Mrs. J. M. Green- again from 1943 to 1945, acting
temporarily for the Hon. George
field and Miss Wilma Vandiver.
The next meeting will be held Eldred, who served in the armed
June 15 at 2 p. m., at the home forces during World War II. Mr.
Hodge served the city of Princeof Mrs. Clyde Clayton.
ton in capacity of Attorney at
munerhos times, from 1898 to
Sandlick Road
The Sandlick Road Homemak- 190; from 1916 to 1918, and
ers club held their regular again in 1940-41, and during the
monthly meeting with Mrs. Rod- year of 1948, when he was forced
gers Pickering, ytomaria Picker- to retire because of failing
ing read the devotions! tom health.
When in a month of sundaes have you
Other forms of civic service
Psalms. Mrs. Virgil Phelps gave
the thought for the month, "The rendered by him were as a memlingered over anything as delicious as
Lord Planted a Garden", by ber of the Princeton Board of
'
Education, from 1918 to 1021, and
Gurney.
dreamis
sundae
your
this! Whether
Mrs. V. R. Taylor gave a very as Sunday School Superintendent
intPresting lesson on flower ar- of Ogden Memorial Methodist
ed up at a soda fountain or built at
Church, where he was an active
rangement.
Mrs. Glen Owens IM the rec- churchman during the years.
home, the start of its successisits rich
During the past several years
reation. Those_ .present _were:
Mesdames Cash Gray, Clay Scott, he has enjoyed many notable
and flavorful ice cream base.
Virgil Phelps, V. R. Taylor, trips with his daughters, Mary
Glenn Owens, Rodgers Pickering, Dancie and Virginia, having visand Misses Judy Pettit, Romona ited points of interest in New
Pickering, Betty Gray, Rayborne York, Detroit, Great Smoky
Pickering, and Miss Wilma Van- Mountains, and California, where
diver.
he visited his oldest daughter,
The next meeting will be held Mrs. Willis Threlkeld, of La
at the community club house, Habra, Calif.
His chief diversions of the sunJune 9, at 2:00---p.m. with Mrs.
Clay S • t s
set years have been listening to
his favorite newscasts, Morgan
Beatty, and Sunday morning
prottram, featuring Dr. Hill over
WSM. The Courier-Journal is
his favorite medium of contact
with the press news of the
world, he having been a subscriber to this popular news
sheet for more than 50 years.
Mr. Hodge has a remarkable
memory, and vividly recalls the
stirring history of the times withWe take this occasion to advise the public that our store in
in his life span. Western Kentucky is as an open book to
Princeton has been sold to Mrs. Lilly Belle Childress, and to her we
him, topographically and politically, he having practiced law
extend our very best wishes for a most successful business career.
in all of its courts, a familiar
figure at the council tables of
to
want
patrons,
we
loyal
and
friends
good
many
To our
cases.
Through all of his activities,
your
through
only
thank you for your wonderful patronage and
Mr. Hodge has been the ideal
family type of citizen, having
loyalty and confidence have we been able to attain our success.
been twice married to cultured,
highbred ,women, both of whom
It has been our policy to have and hold your confidence by
have preceded him in death. His
daughter in Chalifornia, Mrs.
offering the highest quality merchandise and courteous service at
Threlkeld is, the daughter of
his first wife, the former Miss
all times.
Coleman, daughter of the late
Dr. Coleman; his last wife was
We feel very grateful to all of the good people in your
the late Maude Roaoh Hodge, the
mother of Misses Virginia and
community and we feel well compensated for the many friends
Mary Dancie Hodge, and S. D.

Mrs. William H. Guion, g
Mrs. Clifton Pruett, Jr., Kultawa, left Sunday for Seattle Wash- ville, is visiting her de
ington, where she will sail from Mrs. Edward H. Johnstone,
Camp Lawton this week to join family, Hopkinsville stint
her husband, Sgt. Pruett who is
WALKER HAM IT
stationed- Hy Yokohama, Japan.
Mrs. Pruett is the former Miss FIRST AID SUPPLIES
and
Mary Louis* Whittington, daughSICK
ROOM
WhitG.
J.
Mrs.
NEEDS
and
Mr.
tei of
-WALKER'S DRVG8 A
tington, Wiwi.-Pruett he the
JEW E Lit V
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton D.
Princeton, Ky.
Dial
Pruett, Sr., Princeton. .
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NOW! AT PENNEY'S
Swimwear

Sportswear

Trunks - Two Pc. Suits - Swim Caps Beach Shoes - Towels - Jackets!
Women's

Sun Suits - Shorts - Halters - Skirts 4 Pc. Suits - Mesh Shirts - We Have Them All
100 17, Nylon
•

Swim Suits

Swim Trunks

Homemakers News

Asst. Colors 28 to 40
Other Trunks $1.98 to
$2.98
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• STRAPLESS
• TWO PIECE
• HALF SKIRTS
• NYLON
• LASTEX
• SHARKSKIN
• JERSEY

Elastic Shirred Top, Nylon Knitted Lining, Button Flap Pocket, Draw
String Tie.
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costa,nrte' aangu
' auet:tohPoeleyea

SO REASONABIA,
$0 RICH IN
INS AND GOOD
TH?
1011(11(A/AlitY
K OF COURSE,

.0)
IS STILL GOING ON!
JUST RECEIVED

rinceton

Special Carnival
Purchase

/teaotWu/

100 Crisp - New - Cool
Cool Mesh Weave

• COTTONS
• VOILES
• RAYONS
• BEMBERGS
• CHAMBRAYS
• 9-15
• 10-20
• 28%-2,4%

SPORT
SHIRTS
$1.98
For Summer Comfort
Whites, Colors, Fancies
Others to $3.98

Ice Cream Delight

WOMEN'S
PLEATED — VELVET

Shorts

Be
Smart
Buy 2

$1.98
Sanforized — ill talon
HALTERS

Lovely - Sheer

BIERS —
For B

alfaca
ROTENONE
OLD For Tobacco
SOLD BY

Crisp Permanent Finish

ORGANDY

Priscillas
333

With Nylon Lace Trimming

Full, S▪ ize
Large Ruffles
Superior Workmanship. White
and Pastels.

G E R

Double Size 156" rc 90" S6.66

Sizes 12-40

PRINCETON CREAMERY

that we have made, and to all of you we extend a most cordial invitation to come to see us whenever you are in Hopkinsville.

Most Grateful

House of Fashion
Hopkinsville, Ky.

,

STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The HARVEY
STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients ii
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of Pert feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this trestryient today —
there Is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

Men's
Nylon
TROUSERS

60 Gauge
15 Denier

Nylon
HOSE
00

Mercerized

While 30 Last

Eyelet
BATISTE

CURTAIN
STRETCHERS

SEW AND SAVE

For Sheer
Flattery.
PR.
8,1 to 10%
PERFECT QUALITY

• r-uemill

'I

"
ut;

Full Size

PLASTIC
DRAPES
110

THEY'RE HERE! ONCE AGAIN!
he Finest ...Most Beautiful Venetian Blinds
Ever Made ... with REMOVABLE SLATS !
•

Type 1:4

81 x 99

_

.

Fil

1.
;•ij )
1
.;;.;
-

SHEETS

Washable
Sunfast
Plain or
Fancy

:Metal
100% All
Boys' Fancy

VENETIAN BLINDS

Sport Shirts
Stock up
NOW
All SizeIt
and
Colors.

All

Wool Face

$2.98
Here's the refri
price this! saves

Any Size Custom
Made 39c sq. ft.

FIRST QUALITY ONLY

Every Difit Penney's!

Sa% MORI
lives you oneVies as older
small homes an
PRACriCAL US
freezing, plenty
table bin. They'

Nista al
Pest dePendabl
*sea in contin

Si
alININAL

NO "SECONDS"...NO "IRREGULARS"..."NO INIPERFECTS"

1118119.0rwratinellellignis
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ig Dividends
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Tractor Tires Should
Be Inspected Regularly

Page Five

Fredonia Club
Plans To Improve
Rural Mail Boxes

Fredonia Brothers Nail
Down Soil With Pasture

Proper inflation increases the
life of tractor tires, say farm engineers at the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, UniIt. A. MABAY
By ouynit C.
Conty Agent
u land water frAm running SCI9,11,
versIly...of Kentucky.
g-on emiservation Set .ice
aging a bottom field.
and damby TV Seatii, Dairy
Under-inflation causes extra
The Story Brothers (Howard
''The diversion is a big help as
College of Agriculture wear of front tires in .turning
By WILMA VANDIVER
and Jewell) of the Fredonia com- it keeps water from washing my
Home Demonstration Agent
e Economics, U. of Ky.) when plowing, planting and culti- .110611111.10,11.1110141111.1114.11111.14161.141.1.11111411111/10
munity
planted
tobacco
a
25
field",
acre
field
Mr.
in
McGowan
said.
big
divipay
vating. Treads wear on under-ini pastures
Approximately 400 owners of
corn on the contour this week.
This is a part of a complete mailboxes have requested stenct al ways. First, cows flated tires and side walls weaken
soil
and
water
conservation
farm
After
assisting Harold in laygood succulent pas- and may break.
cils for the improvement of their
'More than 200 acres of strawBy John S. Gardner, Kentucky
ing out the contour guide lines, plan, in cooperation with the box.
,lation for high milk
Over-inflation of rear tires cauberries were set in Trimble counCollege
of
Agriculture
and
he said, as we came near the Caldwell County Soil Conservathat is second to no ses slippage and excessive
Mailbox improvement is largely
ty this spring.
wear.
Home Economics
house, "We ha-'e an extra good tion District.
an individual matter. However,
Second, and of utmost Furrow tire pressure is often
1111114110111‘11111MHNIMMOINI.N110.1111/1111111011.
Although hay-making opera- pasture this
Incounty
Leach
of
Bullitt
Mrs.
Ted
spring." He pointed
the Fredonia Valley Homemakers
, cows need be fed lit- creased when plowing, and
•
rear
CULTIVATION
used instructions given in her tions are steadily being improved, to the field where the cattle and
supplement, such as tires need extra
Club has purchased paint and
Farm
Bureau
Assists
there
still
is
too
much
loss
pressure when
in
cutIn olden times it was said that homemakers club to make five
hogs were grazing. The pasture
brushes and appointed commiten they are grazing hauling heavy loads.
ting
and
curing
hay,
says
a
stategrowing white potatoes took slipcovers.
mixture used in the field contain- With New Pig Project
tees to work on each road that
proved pasture. This
ment from the Agricultural Exed orchard grass, red top, timo- For County 4-H Club
Two Elliott county 4-H club
leads from Fredonia. Mrs. Floyd
uction costs, and low- the high-testing breeds, Jerseys 'three workings and laying-by."
periment
Station,
University
of
thy, red clover and ladino vlover.
County 4-H clubs have entered Jones, president, said that the
e of special interest and Guernseys, when grazing "ex- It was considered good practice boys have enrolled in the green Kentucky.
It was seeded a year ago last fall into an agreement with the local goal is to paint and letter all mailduring a period of de- cellent" pasture, can produce up to "hill" just about everything. pastures program and four have
"Hay
crops
should
be
cut
at
the
state
corn
entered
derby.
the
"How does this good pasture Farm Bureau to start a 4-H pure- boxes. This would help to improve
k and cream prices. to 25 pounds of milk daily with- Those times are over, and mod-.
proper stage and so cured as to
serve as a soil conservation mea- bred pig project with five regis- the appearance of each place and
Park Wheeler of Fulton county
y, the state-wide trend out grain. The lower testing erns do it better.
preserve
most
of
their
!ceding
sure?" I asked. "When the water tered pigs which the Bureau re- would aid in beautifying the highore improved pastures breeds, Holsteins, Brown-Swiss, "Workings" meant churning up has all but 10 acres of his 160- value," it is stated.
It is possible runs off the field,
it is clear", Har- cently 4-H members eon:tiled in way.
more of the Kentucky and Ayrshires, can produce still the middles deeply, cutting off, acre farm seeded to permanent to lose half
of
the
value
of
hay
by
old said. "There is scarcely any the project, County Agent R. A.
ed, to a point where more—around 29 pounds daily, or at least loosening the potato pasture.
According to John S. Mahan,
improper
handling.
loss of soil." he Continued. "The Mabry announces.
will be able to reduce when on this best pasture with- roots with a double shovel or a
Twenty-nine 4-H club members
postmaster, the stencils are now
Figures were cited as to causes plants make most of the water
out
any
grain.
fed
without
grain
When
pastures
of
t
can Rastus plow; but this was proved in Pike county bought 15,500
The members have agreed to In the process of being made.
and amounts of losses:
be classified as "good," the grain wrong, and only a timely rain strawberry plants this spring.
soak into the soil."
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Parker of
return two gilts out of the first
in milk production.
Cutting
10
days
feeding
too
late,
15
for
the
high
that
-testing breeds avoided disaster. Time was lost
ents have shown
Although the 17 acre pasture litter if the litter consists of seven the Otter Pond community have
Interest in food information
per cent loss; bleaching in the Man was furnishing grazing for 20 or more pigs or one pig from each recently improved their box. It
should start when milk produc- while the plants recovered, and among Hopkins county
homemakfor an average of 17 hours, 5 per head of cattle and 70 hogs, the of the first if it consists
tion averages 17 pounds or more, the yield suffered.
of less is hoped that others will catch the
ers was indicated when six train50 REASONABLE,
cent loss; dew and rain, 10 per excellent pasture was
and for the low -testing breeds at
over half than seven pigs at weaning time. spirit and straighten up, paint,
ing
schools
for
leaders
meant
The "laying-by"
the high
had 100
0 RICH IN
cent
loss;
shattered leaves, 25 per knee high.
about the 21 -pound production
These 10 purebread pigs will be and stencil their boxes.
ridging of the potato rows, some- per cent attendance.
cent loss, and excessive sweating
•I • •
INS AND GOOD level.
.
Harold is a veteran and a mem- given to 10 other members under
times almost completely covering
Ilighbang 4-H club members in in the barn, 5 per cent loss.
TH?
If pastures are only "fair" or the tops. This had the drawback Harlan county
The Farmetlaville Homemakers
ber of an adult farm class, in- the same agreement. Of the 20
improved their
The peak of feed value is ob- structed by Mr. Charles Hubbard. pigs then returned, Mabry ex- club will have their regular May
below, they are less palatable and of making it impossible for the school grounds by setting
out natained in most hays when cutting Harold and Jewell are nailing plained, 10 will be given to 4-H meeting with Mrs. A. M. Calvert
the herbage is not consumed in foliage to manufacture starch, and tive shrubs from the
ETON CREAMERY
mountains. is done
when they are a tenth to
members each year and 10 sold at in the Briarfield community on
quantities by dairy cows. of dropping the water table below
K OF COURSE! large
Three Bath county homemakers a third in bloom, and for grasses, down the soil so it cannot get
For this reason grain feeding the depth Of the ditch between
auction with part of the proceeds Wednesday, May 31 at 1:30 p. m.
away.
bought electric sewing machines before blooming.
must be more liberal. It is then
at the first sale going to pay the Arrangements for this meeting
FARM CLASS MEETS
in one month, and another, an
best to start feeding grain at ap- duced daily in excess of the miniAvoid bleaching and shattering
Edwin Ray's farm, near Enon, Farm Bureau for the original five were made by Mrs. J. D. Asher.
electric
dishwasher.
of leaves by raking into small
pigs. The money from the sale of
proximately the 10-pound daily mum level for a given quality of
Thirteen farmers in Boyd coun- windows as soon as the exposed was the place where 16 members pigs thereafter will be added to
level for the high-testing breeds pasture. According to this rule a
of
Mr.
Dale
Faughn's
farming
ty
are
trying
out Birdsfoot Trefoil Plants wilt. Turn windrows to inand at the 15-pound level for the Holstein cow, when producing 45
the county 4-H fund to sponsor
FIRE
class met this week.
pounds of milk daily on "excel- by sowing small plots for demon- crease circulation of air.
low-testing breeds.
other worthwhile projects, he
After
discussing
the
principles
strations.
INSURANCE
added.
When cows are producing above lent" pasture, would exceed the
Cure to save moisture content
Seven leaders of homemakers before storing. If hay is to be fully of contouring, with the group,
The 4-H members who drew the
the minimum levels and grain minimum level of 29 pounds by
the
young
men laid out guide
CALL 2211
feeding becomes necessary, there 16 pounds, and would be fed 16 clubs in Marion county are mak- cured in the field, the moisture lines which Edwin will use in pigs are Dale Beckner, Fredonia
is then need for a thumb rule to by 0.4 pound, or 6.4 pounds of ing room-size braided rugs rang- content must be reduced to not planting the 12-acre field in corn, Junior Club; Gary Allen HolloMARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
proing
in
Jersey
cow
day.
A
size
grain
from
per
7
by
12 feet to 9 more than 24 per cent, and reducway, Cobb; Charles Edward Howaid in determining the grain for
Cornetete lase,ante Service
on the contour.
ton, Fredonia Senior; Junior
tion to 20 per cent is still better.
each individual cow. One rule that ducing the same amount of milk by 12 feet.
111 W. Market St.
Also
I
discussed
with
the
group
More than 800 farmers in Mon- At this point all but the heavy
Traylor, Liberty; Henry H. Tray-i
comes close to meeting individual- on the same quality of pasture
the
prniciples
locating
of
and
lor, Butler Junior.
cow needs is to feed 0.6 pound of would be exceeding her minimum roe county will take part in some butt ends of the stems will be
building ponds for livestock wagrain to high-testing breeds and by 20 pounds of milk and receive form of the green pastures pro- fairly brittle when a handful is
ter
and
fish.
A
pond
site
was lotwisted.
0.4 pound•of grain to low-testing 20 by 0.6 pound, or 12 pounds of gram this year.
cated and a pond was staked out
Special projects of Union councows for each pound of milk pro- grain daily. In like manner one
according to principles of good
can compute the grain require- ty homemakers include chest X- BERRY DELIVERIES
Six or more carloads of straw- pond construction.
ments when cows are grazing rays of all members, birth certificates for themselves and family, berries were expected to leave
Edwin plans to build the pond.
"good" or "fair" pasture.
and a study of tuberculosis and Paducah for eastern markets last "Some may not be interested in
the rows.
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS week. Rain during last Friday soil conservation measures, but
In place of "workings", scratch- cancer.
berries
still
delivery
and
delayed
am,"
Edwin
I
said.
Some of Largest in
cultivating should be done, shalwere coming in late in the night. STROUBE PLANTS CORN
low enough not to touch the veg- Building Of New Homes
The Country
Ten carloads were shipped
Raymond Stroube, on the Cadiz
etahles' roots, b u t complete
Thursday night.
Road, was planting corn on the
enough to uproot all the weeds Booms Lumber Business
Portland, Ore. — (AP) — The
About 500 pickers were sent contour on his farrp today. Mr.
before their roots have struck
deep. The garden surface should size of this spring's home build- out of Paducah Friday and 1,000 Stroube produced over 100 bushROTENONE 75 For Bean Beetles
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES
els of corn per acre when corn
be left level, because there is less ing boom throughout the United may go out Monday.
OLD For Tobacco Blue Mold And Tomato Blight sun-loss
was planted on the contour in
of moisture from a level States is indicated by lumber orGrand Teton National Park, in 1949.
surface than from a ridged one ders pouring into 103 mills checkSOLD BY YOUR DEALER
and because the water level is ed by the Western Pine Associa- Wyoming, is about 27 miles long. McGOWAN BUILDS DIVERSION
tion.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
The volt, measurement of elecHugh McGowan has constructOrders up to April 15 showed tricity, is named for Alessandro ed a 300 foot diversion on his 174
P. 0. BOX 256
PHONE 775-W
an increase of 24 per cent over Volta, Italian physicist, who died acre farm in the Pleasant Grove
th seimilar period a year ag in 1827.
community. The structure keeps
o.Shipments for the same period
were up 29 per cent and production increased 16 per cent.
Lumber orders received at the
I
103 mills up to April 15 totaled
1,023,362,000 board feet compared with 825,094,000 board feet up
tiot
1 1"
.
ts.-0•9•
to April 15, 1949.
&amiss
BLUE MOLD
tc••°•!'"ac.14.
Madiscoiville — (.AP-)-.
ually heavy rainfall is blamed
for the appearance of blue mold
in Hopkins county tobacco plant
,
•11. l"' ... re*"
beds.
MARSHALL. rue
John H. Gray, county agriculW.P.
et Pots%
tural agent, said, however,
vat
extensive.
age has not been

Ky. Farm News

THE GARDEN

Proper Harvesting
Means Better Hay

I

Inceton

TERMITE SPECIALISTS

MERS — GARDENERS
For BEST Results
Insecticides
Fungicides

FREE

WITTY AND CARL

EWN
VISST
- UNIP34

-E REFRIGERATOR

kept nearer the surface, to benefit
particularly the vegetables whose
roots lie shallow. On the other hand, there are
times when slight ridging and
sowing seed in ridges helps, as in
the spring to "get the crop out of
the water." But when spring rains
slacken, only level seed-sowing
and cultivating should be done.
There is one crop that benefits
from being set in a ridge. That is
sweet potatoes. Although there
would be more sweet potatoes if
the slips were set on the level,
they would go so deep than many
would be broken in digging.
The general rule is that only
level and shallow cultivating
should be done, and, as in the
case of white potatoes, only
enough hilling to close the cracks
the tubers make as they swell.
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firm order now will insure
quick delivery. Production on all
models of the big, roomy, rugged 1950
Dodge is now at an all-time high. That's
why,even with the flood of orders we've
SIR, a

Here's the refrigerator that gives you three great values in one—at a
price that saves you real money!

5416,4. MORE REFRIGERATED FOOD SPACE—The

NF-6 Space Maker
gives you one-and-a -half times as much refrigerated food-storage
space as older models occupying the same floor space! Wonderful for
small homes and small kitchens.

PRACTICAL, USABLE FEATURES—Ample frozen-food

storage, fast ice
freezing, plenty of room for even tall bottles! Meat drawer and vegetable bin. They're everyday features with everyday uses!

BOLENS NEM

SENERAL ELECTRIC DEPENDABILITY—For

day-after-day, year-afteryear dependable service. More than 2,000,000 G-E Refrigerators have
been in continuous use so years or longer!

SICKILI-BAR

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
GENERAL ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS TODAYI

eRNETOILINBER CO.

'nary

Phone 2081

'

been taking, we can promise you the
new Dodge you've always wanted. No
need now to settle for less than a Dodge.

-

This fast, effklent sickle-bar, one of
many power-tool attachments for
your BOLENS HUSK? Power-Ho,
snows tall grass, hay, weeds and
works up close
thistle patches.
OD *Mk bushes and fences. Make
iIs •Ight now to as it.

—Robinson Implement &
Motor Co.

Come in and see the biggest value car
of the year. Find out how much more
Dodge gives for your money. Learn how
easy the new 1950 Dodge is to own.
NEW BIGGER VAWE

ODGE

Ate,*few obOonr mare
Men Me /oweintionceariatenri

. ROWLAND -MOTOR CO.
rairfonlr 4....k.wrommemriviek

S. Jefferson St.

,vtfrA,

Phocr41075
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OWL ADOPTS II

Mrs. Pool Honored
At Miscellaneous 4hower

Crider News
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Crider can boast additional -Skauts4L
knowledge- with the griduation undet.--en-oxygm -tit
of five.atudents from the FredonNew - Williams
Glenn - Pool
While I'm Here
High School Thursday night. relatives here.
ia
The marriage of Miss Virginia
The marriage of Nancy Lou
A tablet on a tombstone may exNelson, Barbara Williams,
Wanda
has
M been
s RoabtehrtisCbeda
Glenn and Mr. Frank Pool was New, of Kuttawa, and Mr. Robbody several
press words fair and fine,
°1enlid?,,1
Wanda Riley Sherrills, Hilda
Williams, Princeton, took
T.
ert
Thursday
solemnized
quietly
Amanda Terrell and Mrs. Fred
and
But I hope they save the compliBrown
p. m., at place Saturday, May 20, at the
ments when they are carving evening, May 18, at 6
received their diplomas at the sister is planning
the First Baptist Church in the home of the Rev. L. J. Knoth,
mine.
graduation exercises. The di- today. Luther Sigler, p ,
lastw
minister.
officiating
Kuttawa,
immediate famiysvcedggn:par
nttc:VLiksthea
lowmeberofa
keerlySunay
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ne, leeb
au eliefthatC
I am a living human and I'd presence of the
plomas were presented by Super- is a brother,
p
giter
ceremony
ring
Janet
ilies.
double
Miss
The
Attendants
were
rather,
intendent Clifton Clift.
was performed by the Rev. H. G. Chandler and Mr. Garland Patfrom his party's
if I could,
Mrs. Basil Dalton and Mrs. junior Golf CIOSSet
M. Hatler, pastor.
ton.
eoKentucky Dam navi
Hear now the commendation—it
Fred Hopper of Princeton attend- Begin
At wCoill0flUahnildirych:el
Only attendants were Miss
Mrs. Williams is a graduate of
off a nearby
were better understood.
ed the funeral of a relative in
k And fell
A Junior golf class s.
Anna Lee Darnell and Mr. Joe Kuttawa High School, Class of
Paducah Friday.
ahne.rremiNt(1.:edu6 rsdt a arrneiii4
Pool, brother of the bridegroom 1949.
total drownings in.
Little Larry Griffin happened
G
who served as best man.
e
Mr. Williams is now employed
above and
Lake
Tuesday
accident
ky
painful
to
a
each Wednesday
Friday luncheon guests of Mrs.
The bride wore a two-piece in Evansville, where the couple
lbyraulrbegediwthethemdaam last
some people bring a cake,
tricycle,
his
from
when
he
fell
Hart
William Larkins were Mrs. R. S.
And there are some who come white gabardine suit with navy will make their home.
cutting his head near the eye and pro, announces.
Gregory, Mrs. Robert Kevil ,and
ascessories. Her shoulder corThe
with
arcoeroihnerripj.ury at Grand
arm.
sprained
"receiving a
iorganized Wednesday
Mrs. Arnold Winkenhofer, of Attears as if the hart would sage was of red rosebuds.
Page
Lamb Mrs. William Phelps and Miss participating,
mr pat
Liiin ge, aell
lanta.
Miss
Darnell,
maid
of
honor,
hed
ad
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:
leyepf.
break,
enhtiaiellyasb
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The wedding of Miss JeannetNancy Riley have gone to Detroit,
wathieng laakce
wore a pink suit with matching
Mrs. William Larkins, Mrs. R.
But flowers, food, or even tears, if
Lamb, daughter of Mr. Price
ta
will
join
her
husPhelps
Mrs.
RETURNS
accessories.
S. Gregory and Mrs. Arnold WinFROM
there is now a lack,
Lamb, of near Claxton, and Mr.
band there and Miss Riley will
li
The bride is the only daughter
kenhofer spent Saturday in Pamsheerlificains
Will do but little good then; I have of Mr. Gordon Glenn and Mrs. Albert Lee Page, son of Mr. and ducah.
visit her sister, Mrs. Richard Har- returned from St.
tfacar ugthehtminosAt
Mrs. Albert S. Page, Princeton,
gone and won't be back.
per.
p
wree
h vrte
ousshe
to tbhoeugh
Glenn, 301 N. Harrison street.
reot
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shettertook place in Corinth, Miss., at
The Crider community was
Mr. Pool is the son of Mr. and
ly, Miss June Overfield, and Mr.
Oscar, a young Great Horned owl, stands protectively pver a saddened by the death of Mrs.
night,
May
19.
7
p.
m.
Friday
A tablet on a tombstone or a Mrs. W. H. Pool, Hopkinsville
nold's store, which she
the UniverThe double ring ceremony was Jack Moss, all of Henderson, lame baby chick that was to have been its dinner at
Laura Brown Saturday morning. purchased. Mrs.
prayer beside the bier—
road.
C
spent the weekend with Mr. and sity of Arizona's zoology department in Tucson, Ariz. Zoologists
performed
by
H.
D.
Jobe,
justice
A son, Major Brown, makes his flounced that plant
Forget these formal fashions,show
Both are graduates of the 1950
Mrs. David Rideout, E. Market placed the baby chick in the menagerie where the owl is kept and
of the peace.
home
here.
affection while /'m here.
Class of Butler High School.
made
for one or NI
street.
are still trying to figure out why Oscar took the chick under its
The bride wore a blue nlyon
Mr. and Mrs. Charles (Buddy)
When I retire from labor there's
Mr. Pool is employed as soil
Mr. and Mrs. 'McIntosh, of Wing instead of eating it. Their only explanation to date is that Brown and daughter, Rosemary, partments in the store'
taffeta
dress
with
white
accessorno need in grief to bow;
testing technician for Caldwell
tion to lines previously
(about two months) to know better. (AP
ies and a corsage of pink orchids. Clarksville, Tenn., spent Satur- Oscar is just too young
were called here for the funeral by the former
Your're free to then forget me if county.
owners
day with Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Wirephoto)
The
couple
are
both
graduates
Clifton
Brown.
Laura
of
Mrs.
you show me kindness now.
Immediately after graduation,
Hunsaker.
of
the
Butler
High
School,
Class
children
Detroit
spent
came
from
also
Brown
Sunday
other relatives.
the couple left for Detroit, Mich.,
Morrisons Entertain
Mr. and Mrs. Prentiss Beatty,
of 1950.
at Kentucky Lake.
for his grandmother's funeral.
Mrs. M. P. Btown, Jr., and litfor a brief wedding trip.
Piano Recital
Jr., and little son, of Greenfield,
Mr.
overseas
vetPage
is
an
Senior
Class
Group
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cartdaughter, Nancy Lee, returnAfter May 24, the couple will
Piano pupils of Mrs. Everett
Tenn., spent last weekend with tle
eran of World War II.
Mr. and Mrs. James Morrison wright spent the weekend with
Raising of sugar be*
ed to their home in the Eddy
Cherry will be presented in re- be at home at 608 Madisonville
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Mabry, LoCreek community Sunday from entertained the senior class mem- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. west was pioneered in
cital fl'hur4day night, May 25, at street
cust street.
Seychelles nuts re
the Riverside hospital in Padu- bers of the Butler High School, Wigginton.
Sorority Meets At
!haler High auditorium. Both
Mrs. Augustus Kortrecht,
Mr. and Mr,s. Ralph Griffin and cocoanuts.
cah. Nancy Lee was born May who are members of the First
elementary and junior high pu- Mary Nell Lyon Circle
Louisville, spent last weekend
Home Of Mrs. Bright
15 and weighed seven pounds, Baptist Church, with a buffet
pils will participate. The public
The 29th meeting of Beta Sig- with Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rat- one ounce.
dinner in their home on Cadiz
Meets Tuesday Night
is cordially invited.'
liff,
Eddyville
road. She was acma Phi sorority was held Tuesstreet Monday evening, May 15,
The Mary Nell Lyon Circle of
Miss
Audie
Green
returned
to
day night, May 16, at the home companied home by Mr. Kortat 6:30.
the First Baptist Church met at
of Mrs. Glenn Bright, 701 High- recht, who arrived Saturday her home near Murray at the
UDC Meeting Set
Seniors who, were present inthe home of Miss Ellouise Jones,
school
in
Princeton
close
of
where
night.
The UDC will meet Friday Route 2, Tuesday night, May 23, land avenue.
she will spend the summer vaca- cluded Ann Quisenberry, Rosie
Mrs.
Eulah
Mae
Morgan,
LexSince
the
club will disband for
night, May 26, at 7:30 p. m., at with Mrs. Bernard Jones as coBeek, Carolyn Croft, Rosemary
ington, was a visitor here Satur- tion with her parents.
the home of Miss Minnie Crow- hostess. Miss Virginia McCaslin the next three months, plans for day
attended the Redd. Barbara Franklin, Pat
Clifton
Wood
enroute
to
a
Business
and
der, Hopkinsville street. Mrs. S. was in charge of the program. several summer activities such
Horn, Sara Richie, Jean Craner,
Professional Women's banquet in meeting of the West Kentucky
0. Catlett will give a book re- Refreshments were served by as picnics and swimming parties,
Patsy Holt, Nancy Glenn, and
Drug
Association
in
Paducah
Paducah.
Mrs.
Morgan
is
state
were discussed.
view
Eleanor Ann Jones.
the hostess.
Thursday night.
president of the B&PW Club.
Refreshments were served by
Jimmy Hodge, Bill McCaslin,
Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McHarg are
the hostess, Mrs. Bright and her
Pedley and son, David, and Mrs. in Memphis where their daugh- Ken Barrett, Bob McConnell,
co-hostesses, Mrs. Frederick McE. B. Lindsay will leave Friday ter, Karen, was returned to the Charles Adams, Billy Jo GresConnell and Mrs. Robert Gordon, for
Louisville where they will Campbell clinic for treatment. ham, Frank Pool and Billy Price.
to the following members: MesOther guests were Mrs. Carter
attend the graduation exercises Mr. McHarg also entered the
dames Robert WilliarnSon, Billy of
the 1950 class at KMI, from clinic for examination and possi- Adams, Miss Virginia McCaslin,
Robinson, Shelby Pool, D. C.
which Cadet Larry Pedley will bly an operation, it was learned Jimmy, Wayne Morrison, and the
Miller, Sam Koltinsky, Jr., Charhosts, Mr. and Mrs. Morrison.
be graduated. Mrs. Lindsay will yesterday.
lie Jones, Roy Rowland, Jr., John remain
The "Little Red Schoolhouse"
DD UP those worrisome small bills and debts —
for a longer visit with
K. R. Cummins returned to theme was
Aikens; and Misses Wanda Wad- her
fof a loon to pay them all in one lump sum. WI
carried out in the
son, Edwin Lindsay, and fam- Campbell clinic in Memphis
lington, Margaret Ann Cart- ily.
easier to make just one small payment each month tla
serving of the buffet dinner.
Tuesday for examination and
wright and Joanne Berry.
to make several.
Mr. dnd Mrs. Claude B. Wood, treatment for injuries received
UNDERGOES APPENDECTOMY
Linwood fa-m, and Mr. and Mrs. in an acLident last winter.
— Your savings on low
agde4
Mitchell Hammond. son of Mrs.
Shower Honors
R. T. Humphries, Cadiz road.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jake and
leave you extra money to buy other things you mod
spent Tuesday in Evansville.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McConnell Lucille Hammond, White street,
Recent Bride
or phone us. today.
Mrs. Fred Hopper, 409 Hop- were the dinner guests of Mr. underwent an appendectomy at
Mrs. Kenneth Spickard was
Princeton
kinsville
Hospital
street,
spent
Tuesday.
Friday
in
His
and Mrs. Bob Powley at their
hostess at a shower for Miss Nancondition is reported to be imcy Glenn, Thursday, May 11, at Paducah where she attended the home on Cadiz road Saturday
funeral
proved..
of
a
relative
and
visited night.
Kitchen Patterns
the home of Mrs. W. H. Pool,
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Stewart and Mr. W. Ir Young, who will spend
Hopkinsville Road.
Rug Designs f
MI
PHONE
Street
Market
Leader Congratulates
110 W.
two sons, Morgan avenue, spent the summer at his home in FreMrs. Clint Hubbard was in
Mr. and Mrs. John Clements the weekend with Mr. Stewart's
Princeton, Hy. DAVID N. HIDEOUT, Myr
Room
and Bed
donia.
charge of the smile hour at Crowe, Cadiz street,
on the birth parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Stewoom
designs
f
which One many tusefuil and of a son, Shephen Wayne,
June art, Beaver Dam.
beautiful gifts were opened by 13.
rsery.
Every
One
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pfefifer
FAB WASHING POWDERS, 2 for
the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Wyitte and daughter, Pam, of Detroit,
Clean ... 9x12 Si
Present and sending gifts were Bennett,
Fredonia. Route 1. on are visiting Mrs. Pfefifer's moth'
TOILET TISSUE, 3 rolls for
Mesdames Clyde Spickard, Per- the birth of a daughter,
Anne er, Mrs, William Loftus, Wash800
cy Pruett, Paul Dorroh, Edward Marie.
ington street.
MATCHES, 6 boxes
Krinard, Dorman Franklin, NetMr. and Mrs. Lucian Lee RasSo.
Main
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Rawls and
tie Joiner, Russell Beshears, Shel- coe, Dawson road, on
the birth Mr. Marvin Rawls of Cerulean
CORN, White Cream Style
by Pool, Ernest Childress, Bud- of a daughter, Anna
Marie, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. R.
dy Varble, Reginald Catlett, May 14.
D. Leech on South Jefferson
303 can
Aaron Cummins, Hue! Nuckols,
Mr. and Mrs. William Clinton street Sunday.
Carter Adams, M. L Hulan, Jack- Perry on the birth of
a son, WilMrs. Cecil Smith and daughter,
son McCargo, Urey Cook, J. 0. liam Clinton II, May
16. Mrs. Particia, are visiting relatives in
Croft.
Perry is the former Mildred Philadelphia, Miss, A sister from
COFFEE, All Popular Brands,
Garnett Taylor, Lucy Brown, Ladd.
North Dakota and a brother from
Mary W. Stone, K. L. Martin, S.
Mr. and Mrs. John Homer Denver, Colo., are spending their
SALMON, 1 lb. can, Pink
T. Moore, Harry Wallace, M. P. Marshall, Great Lakes,
Ill., on vacation with Mrs. Smith's famBrown, Jr., Wilson Glenn, Law- the birth of a daughter,
Linda ily. Mr. Smith, Miss Catherine
rence Wilson, Calude Wilson, Gaye, - at Princeton
Hospital, Fancher and Mrs. Lowry CaldCarl Spickard, Kenneth Prescott,
ay 18.
well will spend the weeken
Herb Wolfe, Homer Purdy,
r. and Mrs. Thomas Steven- in Mississippi and the family
Frank Giannini, Sr., Tom Mitch- son, Henshaw, on the
birth of a will return the first of next week
ell, W. H. Pool, Gordon Glenn, son, Thomas Kevil,
May 23, at
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Youn
Kenneth Spickard and Clint Princeton Hospital.
Mrs. Hen- have returned from Bradento
Hubbard.
shaw is the former Miss Louise Beach, Fla., where they were acKevil, of Princeton.
companied home by his father
Mrs. Frank Pool, recent bride,
was given a surprise miscellaneous shower by the TWA group
the. First. _Baptist Ctuirch,.a1.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Morrison, Cadiz street, Tuesday night, May 9.
The table was centered with a
miniature bride and gridegroorn,
surrounded with various gifts.
Attending were Misses ,Ann
Quisenberry, Pasty Horn, Nancy
McGuirk, Sara Richie, Jean
Creekmur, Carolyn Croft, Rosemary Redd, Rode Beck, Mrs. W.
H. Pool, Mrs. Gordon Glenn, the
honoree and Mrs. Morrison

to
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Princeton Golfers Lose
63-9 To Paducah Sunday
Paducah's Paxton golf team
sparked by some nifty near-pa
shooting took a 63-9 victory ove
Princeton in an inter-city mate
Sunday at Paducah, Hart Warrniosa1 w,

SPECIAL
Subscription Offer
during the month
of MAY

DECORATIO"N DAY
Tuesday, May, 30
This offer is good only in Princeton

POTTED PLANTS
LARGE GERANIUMS
MIXED BLOOMING POTS
SMALL BLOOMING PLANTS
MEMORIAL WREATHS

GREENS

RIBBONS

CONTAINERS

A. H. Templeton, Florist

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Mr. And Mrs. Lisanby
Visiting Their Sons
Commonwealth's Attorney

rtsville - A 44-year-old
el% HenrY
r, drowned early Sunday in
cky Lake,'the fourth traf,the year at the rocriaplayground.
enngssee Valley Authority
service dragging party red the body several hours

Alvin pisariby and Mrs. Liaanby
are in New York City this week
VIs1tinefiheIr-1-61i, Charlet' itriln
Lisanby."
• Mr.. and UM-LisanbY aAll return to Annapolis, Md., the latter
part of this week where they
will attend the graduation exercises, of. their son, James Lisanby, who will graduate from the
Naval Academy during the first
week in June.
James will be commissioned
an Ensign in the U. S. Navy and
will be stationed at Norfolk, Va.
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Midway Baptist Church
Has A 127 Year History

Page Seven

Deaths & Funerals
. Mrs: Laura E. Brown
Funeral services for Mrs. Laura E.12wn..2.Y19.-14149L4.ala
May 20, were conducted Sunday
at Flatrock Cumberland Presby-.
Wien Church at 2:30 pm. by the
Rev. Ray Wigginton, assisted by
the Rev. Shirley Debell.
Born in Caldwell county in
1872, Mrs. Brown lived in the
White Sulphur community.
Survivors are five sons, Tom,
Logan, Major and Bill Brown,
Mr. Roy Moore is a son by a former marriage. A daughter, Mrs.
Charlie Glasgow, Princeton, a
brother, Press Blackburn, and a
sister, Mrs. Cyrus Moore, Fredonia, also survive.
Burial was in Rowland cemetery.

(Continued from Page One)
Midway Pastor
Harmony and Otter Pond Baptist
Churches, just a little more than
one year ago, more than $6,000 of
the $15,000 indebtedness has been
paid. The church budget calls for
retirement of $1,000 of the debt
each year and all fifth-Sunday
contributions are dedicated to the
'er, a member of a fishing
liquidation of the remainder of
was last seen by his
the debt.
ter, Pauline, 14. AuthoriIn addition to the commodious
pressed belief that dower
church building which will seat
red front his party's camp
300 people, the Midway Church
Kentucky Dam navigation
has started a new parsonage just
nd fell 61.1 a nearby load- James Talley Receives
south of the church building for
rge.
Degree From Seminary,
a permanent home for the pastor.
total drownings in KenThe Rev. James H. Talley, pas- The basement has already been
Lake above and immedtor of Emory Methodist Church, dug and,construction of a modern
below the dam last year,
Upperco, Md., and a native of six-room brick veneer home with
Mrs. Mary E. Davis
Princeton, was one of 18 men, to bath, furnace, electricity and
Mrs. Mary Ellen Davis, 84,
roner's jury at Grand Riv- receive the degree of
other'
modern
conveniences
will
Bachelor
Dawson road, clied Monday, May
led the ni a n "died by of Sacred Theology at Westmin- be started immediately.
22. Funeral Services were con0. 0. PRIDDY
jog accidentally by falling ster Theological Seminary, West- 'This active religious
organizaducted Wednesday at the Holie lake while asleep."
minster, Md., Tuesday, it is an- tion, which is situated in a pros- his gifts in preaching until he was ness Church at 2 p. m., by the
perous agricultural center of the satisfied as to his qualifications." Rev. W. E. Cunningham. Burial
nounced.
far the most shellfish, by
county, started back 127 years 127 MEMBERS IN 1852
was in Cear Hill Cemetery.
Casts are considered worthless when nine own
, caught in American watand women met
In 1852 the Little River Associashrimp.
by the Kafirs, a South African in the home of
William Lester on tion met with the Harmony
Saturday before the First Lord's Church, which reported 127 mem- Ernest Lantrip
Ernest Lantrip, 45, died at his
Day in July, 1823. On Friday, berf. After 13 years of service,
November 7, 1823, the following Elder Mansfield closed his pastor- home in the Dripping Springs
members were organized into the ate in 1852. For the 13 years, his community May 16, about 3 p. m.
A former employee of Arnold
Harmony Baptist Church:
salary totalled $1,308.50, of which Ligon Truck Lines, Mr. Lantrip
PRINTED WITH YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS
Elder Balsam Ezell, Major he had received $923.57. The sum had been
ill for about 9 months.
Groom, John Jinnings, Thomas of $248.50 was raised and an efFuneral servIcei were held at
200 Single Sheets, 100 Envelopes
Drape r, Benjamin Snellings fort was made to get the balance New Hope
Holiness Church,
Robert Draper, William Mallory from unpaid pledgers.
OR
Christian county, May 17, with
Elizabeth Draper, Elizabeth Ezell
In December, 1853, Elder J. F. the Rev. Jim Campling, pastor,
100 Double Sheets, 100 Envelopes
Christine Groom,Rachel Jinnings White was called, accepted and in
charge.
OR
Sarah Snellings, Sally E. Snel- began the third pastor. In May,
Survivors
are
his
widow,
Mrs.
100
Large
Flat
Sheets, 100
iings, Lucinda Mallory, and 'Fan 1854, the church decided "to imFrances Lantrip; his mother, Mrs.
ny Snellings. These 17 membe
prove the singing by organizing Elizabeth Lantrip; four
Envelopes
brothers,
formed the Harmony Baptis singing classes to carry the difChurch while a number of oth- ferent parts," classed to have Elmer, Dawson Springs; Claude,
ers
presented their letters an seven tenors, six basses and six Louisville; Byron, Princeton, and
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
Noble, Crayne, Ind. Several niecame into the church the follow- lady treble.
ces and nephews and other relaing Sunday.
Elder White resigned in 1858 tives also ssurvive.
Elder Dudley Williams was th and in May, 1859, Elder J. U.
Pallbearers were Earl Pool,
New, heavy vellum paper with smooth, easy-writfirst pastor of the church wit Spurlin was called at a salary of
ing surface . . . choice of White. Blue or Gray.
services first conducted in the $150 for monthly preaching. in Earl Orion, Lewis Caldwell, Harlan
Hart,
RObert
Cohoon
and
homes of the members and later January, 1860, the church experiName and Address printed on Sheets and Envewith
in the school. In 1840 the firs enced a great revival when 30 Harold Stewart.
lopes in Block or Script lettering.
Burial
was
in
Tabernacle
cemStrateline style lettering is available but only on
church building was erected, des whites and 29 colored, the seretery, near the church. Masonic
cribed as 30 by 50 feet of bric vants of the members of the
the Large Flat Sheets and Envelopes. Choice of
services were held at the graveconstruction.
Blue, Black or Mulberry Ind.
church, were received by baptism. side.
In the latter part of 1839 an In January, 1861, another great
In early 1840, an unfavorable re revival added a large number to
port began to be circulate the membership, both white and Larry Pedley To Be
and
against the pastor, Elder Dudle colored. In January, 1862, a reviv- Graduated From KMI
...
Williams, which caused great con- al of 17 days resulted in the adLawrence (L a r r y) Lindsay
fusion in the church. A certificat dition of 62 members by baptism,
Pedley, son of Mr. and Mrs. G.
boxes RYTEX HANDCRAFT VELLUM at $1.50 a box,
Send me
was presented to the churc of whom six were colored.
M. Pedley, 702 Locust street, will
printed as follows:
charging immorality and on June
In April, 1862, charges were graduate at the 105th Commence15, 1840, Elder Williams wrote brought against' Enoch, a colored
ment of the Kentucky Military
Name
the following to the church:
A brother, the property of L. B.
Institute, Lyndon, on May 28.
"Dear Brethren: This will in Sims, who was excluded.
Street
Pedley, a five year cadet ir a
form you that I withdraw mysel
Elder J. U. Spurlin led the First Lieutenant in the ROTC
State
City
as a.member of your body, an church
through the long war be- Unit, editor of the school newsam no longer accountable to your tween
Sheet
Color
Lettering
Stlye
Paper
Color of Ink__
Size
the states, resigned in 1857 paper and a member of the Year
tribunal." He was later exclude and was succeeded
by Elder Wil- Book staff. He is also a member
Send to
from the church.
liam Gregston. Elder R. W. More- of the varsity tennis team and
Elder James Mansfield was sec head, Elder Ben M.
Street
Bogard and was awarded an Honor Roll Star
ond
pastor
of
the
church
and
re
Kitchen Patterns, SubElder J. H. Coleman were the and the Wm.IH. Kendrick medal
ceived $100 salary for 12 month next successive pastors.
City
for highest honor in the eighth
Rug Designs for Livservice beginning in August, 1840 OTTER POND CHURCH
grade.
No COD's
( )Cash Enclosed
( )Charge
Room and Bedroom.
A janitor was elected to keep th
During Elder Coleman's pastorThe cardinal is the official bird
house
clean
and,
make
fires
ate
a
request
designs
for
the
was
room
made to disthe winter. He received $30 ft))
i miss the Sunday meeting in Sep- of seven states.
ery. Every One Easy
12 months.
tember, 1894, and that the patIn 1842, William C. Caldwel tor and congregation attend a relean . . . 9x12 Size.
•
and Alfred Wilson were ordain vival meeting at Otter Pond, coned to the ministry by the Har- ducted by Brother Bob Ramey.
80m0ain
Phone
mony Chttrch. in January, 1844 The meeting, which was held unWilliam Acred, colored, the prop der a tent, resulted in the organ394
erty of Benjantin Quisenberry ization of the Otter Pond Baptist
Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers
e Ii
se to xerc e Church.
"a g
I Elder T. C. Carter became pastor of the Harmony Church in
COFFEE
PICKLES
PICKLES
I Lb. TIN
SWEET
PINT
1902, serving 14 years when he
1 MAXWELL HOUSE
QUART
SWEEET
was succeeded by 'Prof. 0. W.
Yates. Pastors who have served
the church since that time include
the Rev. Budl T. Wells, 1935-1941;
19c
CRACK ER S, 1 pound box Dixie Belle
Rev. T. N. Shaddox, 1944-47; Rev.
20c
GRA H AM CRACK ER S, Honey Flavored, 1 pound box
Fred Wood, 1947-49.
TWO CHURCHES UNITE
TOMATOES
PEACHES
MACKEREL
The Harmony Church voted to
NO. 2 CAN
DEL MONTE BRAND NO. 2ti CAN I
1 LB. CAN
authorize a committee to enter
into
negotiations
with
the
Otter
cCIiii
Pond Church at the business
meeting on Saturday, Sept. 17,
1948, to build a new church. AuLARGE CANS
thorization to borrow $15,000 and
to pledge the credit of the church
(Limit 12 cans to a customer)
jointly with the Otter Pond
Church to pay the balance was
ALL
SUPER SUDS
SARDINES
given.
LARGE BOX
CANDY
and GUM
CAN
NO.
1
TALL
Jimmie Mitchell was named
treasurer of the building fund on
Sunday morning, September 18,
.1948, at the new church to be
Come in an try these wonderfyl summer
called Midway. The finance committee reported cash in the bank
suits by STYLE-MART. They're Neck-Zone
821,434 on February 13, 1949, and
$15,000 was borrowed to complete
Tailored and that means no unsightly collar
the building.
On Sunday, April 17, 1949 a
CHERRIES
gap.
SUGAR
VINEGAR
group of the former members of
NO. 2 CAN
PURE CANE
the Harmony and Otter Pond BapFor cool comfort and a beautiful fit buy
tist Churches met in the new
commodious house, which had
been erected jointly by the two
STYLE-MART.
congregations, for the purpose of
constituting the Midway Baptist
Church. One-hundred and sixtythree people were recognized as
charter members of the new
PINEAPPLE
church with the Rev. Fred Wood
1 RUBBING ALCOHOL I
SALT
SLICED HAWAII
elected as pastor and Jimmie
Mitchell clerk. The Rev. H. G. M.
Hatter, pastor of First Baptist
Church, Princeton, and moderator
of the Caldwell Baptist Association, delivered the address at the
first meeting.

uarantee
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RYTEX HANDCRAFT VELLUM
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Pabco
Guaranty Rugs

Stainless Sheen Surface

Ii

9 x 12 Rugs
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BY-THE-YARD

EW COLORS...DESIGNS!

ORATO

Trade With Home Owned Store

JI ORDAN'S

Better Values...

. f Values
Offistanciat
Zon?

70c

I

20c

2 For 45c

I

2 For 23c

30c

IN MEN'S RAYON
TROPICAL SUITS

Better Service...

Better Courtesy...

15c
PET MILK

10c

$27.50

TOILET PAPER,4 rolls
FAB, with dish cloth

iwepth. xfriaotta Jiali

Rev. Loperfido To Give
Radio Devotional Hour

a large selection of colors and styles for
I occasions, bi RUGBY and MUNSING.

WOOD BROS.
"Dad 'n Lad Store"

The Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido,
pastor of the Central Presbyterian Church, will conduct the devotional program over the local
radio station each morning at 8
a. m., during the coming week,
May 2S-June 2,- It was aftioreeed Wednesday.

347 *losistvgioniaid Adl
-77"

2 For 39c

1

20c
7c

SALAD DRESSING, Red Rose Brand pint
bar
LUX, LIFEBUOY, PALMOLIVE, CAMAY

ivoks--

SPORT AND T-SHIRTS

19c
43c

2 boxes

10 lb. bag 85c

Quart Jar 9c

$3 - $5 - $6.50
By Lee

21c

3 For 10c

2 For 23c

Pint 10c
3 boxes 10c
10 lbs.
NEW POTATOES, large size
dozen
LEMONS

No. 2 can 25c
41c
30c

SUG A R, Pure Cane, 100 lbs.

$8.25

QUINN'S GROCERY
Super Low Prices
211 W. Shepardson St.

Phone Dial 2611

I.

Thursdo , May 25,
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Poe El.ht

UK Coliseum To Be
Dedicated May 30

Approximately halt of t he
known surviving members of the
Univeristy of Kentucky's gradu-.4erenel dedication et 41se Uni- ating Glass of 1900,are expecteii to
versity of Kentucky's new Mem- the U. K. Campus during the
,orial Coliseum, a four million school's 83rd commencement week
dollar building Whose construc- -program, according to Miss Helen
tion has required mire than King, executive secretary of the
three years,. will be held at 10 alumni association. Of the total
a. m. Tuesday, May 30. It will be number of 36 graduates, 13 are
dedicated to the memory of the known to be dead and where9,265 Kentuckians who lost their abouts of seven others is unknown, Miss King said. Of, the
lives in World War II.
Located on Euclid avenue be- 16 known to be living, eight have
tween Lexington avenue and indicated they will be present at
Rose Street at Lexiington„ The commencement exercises June 2
mammoth, yellow-brick structure to receive their Golden Jubilee
has a seating capacity of 12,000 certificates, she reports.
for basketball games and 15,000
The building • contains ticket
for programs in which folding
chairs may, be placed on the play- sales offices, offices for the athing floor. Seating space for ap- letic director, football coach, basproximately 300 persons is pro- ketball coach, all assistant coachvided alongside the 75-foot, sixes, swimming pool director, and
lane swimming pool. All seats on
the building's west side, approxi- the sports publicity office. Lockmately one-third of the total, er rooms for football, basketball,
are theater-type chairs, and the baseball and all minor sports
remainder a r e bleacher-type. alsb are located in the new strucMore than 80 per cent of the Col- ture.
iseum's permanent seats are at
Excavation of the building
side court.
site required removal of 40,000
cubic yards of earth and more
than 10,000 cubic yards of rock.
Construction required 11,000 cubic yards of concrete and more
than 500 tons of reinforcing steel.
An automobile insurOther construction materials used
ance rate is only as
in the building include 3,500,000
brick, 3,000 tons of structural
low as the protection
steel, 2.3 acres of roofing, and
it gives you. We betwo acres of terrazo flooring.
lieve in providing adeMeasured from the Euclid avequate protection first
nue side (the front), the Coll-,
and bringing it to our
seum is 82 feet in height. Its
clients at the lowest
accoustically-treated ceiling is 49
feet above the playing floor, and
possible rate.
the span of its main trusses is
225 feet. Twenty-six double-doored exits allow the building to
be emptied of a capacity crowd
COMPLETE ImStatAnCE SERVICE
in little more than ten minutes,
and at combination heating and
ventilating system produces six

1. A Residence Burglary Policy/will
protect your personal effects
that you leave at home—and
those that you take with you,
and
2. A Comprehensive Personal Liability Policy will cover you in
case you injure someone else, or
damage someone else's property.
These should be "Musts"
among your vacation needs

PLAY SAFE

Pleasant Grove

U. K. Class Of 1900
Plans Campus Visit

-:.

CALL US

Attendance at the Sunday and
Sunday night services of the local church was good.
Gardens 'are late and the
p
irourid -still Is --tomet ttr13worked.
community
413E'Members et the
tend their sympathy to relatives
recentwho
P'Pool,of Mrs. Nolie
ly passed away.
The condition of Mrs. Lucien
Cluck is improved.
Mr. S. S. Croft, better known
'as "Uncle S. has been seriously

Santo as the sixFALL GUYS: Auburn Farm's Fall'Guy' makes a fall guy out of Jockey Joseph
Belmont Park
year-old gelding tumbles on the fourth jump in the Spring Maiden Steeplechase at
at New York last week.. Moving past Fall Guy and his rider are Irish Easter (5), with Charles
event. (AP
Harr up, and Ums (3c), ridden by Richard Gough. Watta Knight, not shown, won the
Wirephoto)
to eight complete air changes
Campaign To Raise Fund
per hour.
For Baptist Hospital
The basketball court, laid on
reghis
filled
Moore
Guy
Rev.
Set For May 28
Is
perconcrete,
is
a sub-floor of
Sunday
A campaign to raise funds to
manent and cannot be removed. ular appointment here
a large
Near perfect from an acoustical and Sunday night, with
complete the West Kentucky Bapstandpoint, the huge auditorium crowd each service.
tist Memorial Hospital at Paduat
conducted
is
School
Sunday
can be used for concerts and
cah is under way and the Caldlectures as well as for sports 10:00 a. m. each Sunday, and
events, conventions and all-Uni- everybody is invited to come well Association of Baptists have
set May 28 for Hospital Day in
versity convocations: Programs and bring others.
Mr.. Lev Nelson and Mr. How- this county, it is announced.
already scheduled for presentation in the new builditig during ard Harper were Sunday dinner
The plan of the campaign is to
the next school year include con- gusts of 'Mr. and Mrs. Major have each Baptist Association in
certs by James Melton, the Lon- Dalton.
West Kentucky to set up a day
Mr. and Mrs. W. U. Tosh re- known as Hospital Day when ofdon Philharmonic Orchestra, ArafWednesday,
last
home
turned
thur Rubinstein, Jascha Heifetz,
ferings for the building fund will
the Don Cossack Chorus, and the ter spending several days visit- be taken, it was explained. There
and
Nelson
Euel
Mr.
son,
her
ing
Dallas Symphony Orchestra, and
are 12 associations in this territory, comprising 417 Baptlist
lectures by Elmer Davis, Charles family of Fairlands, Ind,
Detroit,
of
Mrs. A. Blackburn,
churches with a total membership
Laughton, a n d Mrs. Eleanor
Mich., Mrs. C. C. Harper and of 91,971.
Roosevelt.
.
daughters, Misses Dorris, Lindii"
According to the announcePart of the Coliseum's 'permaand Patty of Flatrock, attended
ment received here, the Rev. H.
nent equipment includes a large
here Sunday.
4hurch
G. M. Hatler,. pastor of the First
electric organ, facilities for ra,1 Misses Hilda and Louise HarBaptist Church, is the trustee on
dio and television broadcasts,
spent SunTosh
Naomi
and
per
the Hospital board from this asand ample space for the workday afternoon with Miss Oma
sociation.
ing press.
Tosh of Fredonia.
Cost of the hospital, which has
Names of the 9,265 Gold Star
Rev. and Mrs. Guy Moore and
Kentuckians have been lettered son, Warren Thomas, were Sun- already been started, will be
on permanent plaques which oc- day dinner guests of Mr. and $230,000,000. Goal in the campaign
cupy recessed wall panels in the Mrs. R. B. Dalton and Miss Alma has been set at $100,000,000.
Coliseum entry ramps.
Dalton.
The highest suspension bridge
The dedication exercises on
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Tosh, of in the world spans the canyon of
as
serve
Will
also
Day
Memorial
Princeton visited his parents, Mr. the Arkansas River over the Roya baccalaureate service for the and Mrs. C. M. Tosh, and at- al Gorge in Colorado.
University's 1 9 50 graduating tended church Sunday morning
The first ice sold in the U. S.
class of approximately 1,600 stu- and Sunday night.
was c..it from frozen laker and
dents. Principal speaker at this
Mr. Delmer Tosh enjoyed a cost as much as $1 per pound.
program will be Dr. Daniel A. trip to the Smoky Mountains
In making ice, commercial
Poling of New York, president over the week-end, going with plants use city water purified of
and editor of the Christian Her- Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh, and its mineral content.
ald.
Miss Betty Jean Faughn.
Brief dedicatory exercises also
Mrs. W. W. Bennttt and infant
Will be held on the occasion of daughter, Marie, returned home
the first concert and the first from the Princeton Hospital
basketball game in the new Wednesday. Both mother and
structure.
baby are doing fine.
Miss Melville Tosh is on the
Try A Leader Classified Ad!
sick list.
Miss Georgia Dalton of Princeton, Mrs. Lexie •Tosh, Norris and
Naomi Tosh visited Mrs. 'Rena
Dalton. and Miss Alma Dalton
Saturday afternoon.
The surprise pound supper for
Miss Amelia .Tosh Friday night
was well aliended, with lots of
\good things to eat.
\Miss Dolly Kennedy left Sat
urday for Bowling Green to en
ter college for the Summer term

Good Spring News

Mrs. Ernest Lacy and MrsMrs. Ratliff Rogers Visited Miss
Nola Wilson_Sutulay afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Halle
and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGowan and son, Don, enjoyed a fish
fry at Waylon Rogers Saturday
night.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers
and daught0r, Nancy, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Rogers and Mr. Jonathan McCormick were dinner
guests of Mr. L. ,W. Rogers and
family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mrs.
Zora Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
McGowan and son, Don, were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold P'Pool Sunday;
Miss Debris Rogers, of Hopkinsville, visited Mrs. Annie
Rogers and family Saturday
nighr
m ti
and Mrs. Jim Fuller, Mr.
and Mrs. Press Lilly visited relatives. in Illinois recently.
'Those present at the W. M. S.
meeting Thursday, May 11, were
Mesdames Hugh McGowan, Ernest Lacy, Denzil Fuller, Zora
Wilson, L. W. Rogers and Leslie
/Bobbie Sisk has been visiting
his mother, Mrs. Travis Cartwright and family.
The children of Mr. Guy Jewell
have the measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Arvin and
children, of near Hopkinsville,

MEMORIALS
for

Ten New Cabins To Be
Built At Kentucky Dam

•

Announcement that 10 new
cabins will be construeted at' Kentucky Dam State Park was received here this week from Henry
Ward, conandssionsr._ of conservetion. The. cabins, which will cost
approximately $6,000, are a part
Of the state program to taurve
facilities at state parks, it was
said.

. Following tinvestigations
by the Caldwell County Unit of rabid foxes exist*
the liucksnort section of the
tge_au affix Lis..4seitig ewe
terminate the rabid
animals
dynamiting their dens, it,
flounced Wednesday.
The dynamiting has been
under the supervision of the
Warden with Gordon Droste
charge, and as a result of the
namitlng several foxes have
killed, It was. stated.
Several persons from the
snort section have had anti.
treatment as a precauti
measure, according to the
from the health office.

visited Mrs. Amanthas,,Baker and
son recently.
Glenda Ann Rogers visited
relatives near Cadiz. recently..
Mr. N. B. Haile, of Princeton
and a former resident of this
community, says he appreciated
the W. M. S. remembering him
during his recent illness.
Several women met recently
and waxed the church floor.
They were Mesdames Hugh McGowan, Gertie Cortner, Felix
Mitchell, Merl Keller, Aaron
411°
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Miss Joy Jewell recently visited Miss Vera May Croft.
Visitors for Mother's Day at
the Lacy and Higdon home were
Mrs, Ray Adams, Cobb; Mr. Ray
Dixon Adams, Nashville; Jimmie
Dale Adams, Peoria, Ill., and Mr.
and Mrs. Reuben Dilliangham,
and daughter, Pat.
Jerry Oden has been visiting
Mrs. Charles Haile.
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Effort Being Mode
To Kill Rabid Foxes
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Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky' Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
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• GOOD QUALITY

and on sanitary trucks which are disinfecled

• GOOD WORKMANSHIP

daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs Call

Mrs. Willis Butts
„, Edwina, and J
ankfort, spent the
tit Mr. and Mrs.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

and Mrs. C. T. El
- • y night in •Pa,
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*GOOD VALUE
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Henry & Henry
Phone 3234

We pay all phone chores.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3698
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NOTICE TO VOTERS
Registration Books Close Tuesday, June 6th, 1950, and will remain
closed until after the Primary Election to be held Saturday, August
5th,1950.
To be legally qualified to vote in the Primary Election persons must be
registered in the Precinct in which they reside.
Qualifications to be eligible for registration:
(1) Persons 21 yearsof age, or older, and
persons who will reach their 21st birthday on or before the General Election to
be held Tuesday, November 7, 1950.
(2) A resident of the State 1 year, prior to

Aug. 5th; A resident of Caldwell County 6 months, prior to Aug. 5th; A resident of the Precinct 60 days, prior to
Aug. 5th.
Women voters married since last voting
should register under their married
name.

Voters who may be in doubt concerning their registration or whether
registered in the proper precinct are urged to check the registration
records in this office.

THE CHRYSLERS ARE COMING
Now Chrysler's rolling at top production ... new, new beautiful cars are
being shipped as fast as possible. And
they're coming in a rainbow of colors
—in all kinds of smart" body styles,
from long, low and lovely sedans ...
sleek convertibles . . . to America's
most beautiful hard top convertible,
the Chrysler'Newport.

difference in the value you get for your
money! And you'll find a car priced
just right for your pocketbook — for

Once again we're ready to demonstrate how great engineering ... great
comfort ... great performance ...
great safety make the greatest possible

Come see the most beautiful Chryslers of all time. Drive them! Compare
them! And you'll be doubly glad you
waited!

Chryslers come in a wide range Of
prices from the sensationally modest
priced Rovl and Windsor' models up
through the luxurious New Yorkers
and Saratogas to the glorious Crown
Imperials.

COUNTY CQURT CLERK
W. Main St.
.111411110.

Phone 2093
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Plan Fly Control
Program In City

and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mrs. Sam Howerton is seriously ill at the home of her daughter, Mrs. W. M. Young.
Miss— -Joan Butts spent lest
week as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
F. G. Whitt in Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stone
and daughter, of Greenville,
spent Sunday with hia parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Stone.

Arnold P. Buckalew
Is Promoted By K. U.

Will Use D.D.T. Spray

To Prevent Th_e Spread

_

Of Disease In This City
The-city of Prineston, through
the cooperation of Mayor Iloilo.%
well and the city council, is.sponBoring a fly control program
which will be started the first
part of June, Dr. W. If. Cash, director of the county Health Unit,
announced Wednesday.
"Due to the rather mild temperature of the past winter, flies
are more likely to reach peak
population this season at an earlier date than usual this year,"
anitarian Robert S. Jacob explained. "It is in keeping with
this idea that the city administration is going to considerable
expense to inaugurate the fly control program," he added.
To carry out the program a
power sprayer will be furnished
by the U. S. Public Health Service under the supervision of
Communicable Disease Center
Representative R. F. Cooper, to
carry out the program, according
to a report of Assistant State Director S. A. Lacey. A general
spraying of D.D.T. concentrate
will be given the city, Jacob said.
Previous to the spraying, all alleys at the rear of business houses
where rubbish heaps have accumplated should be cleared to get
the full benefit of the D.D.T.
spraying, Mrs. Arney T. Rawls,
Health Unit clerk, said. "The assistance and cooperation of the
city officials in the spraying program is a commendable move as
a disease prevention measure and
Is appreciated," members of the
Health Unit said.

Don't Shrug Off
Shrubs For Garden

Noble Paris were
bedside of his fathNo person who is charged wi
is near Marion, af- the care of a piece of
ground ca
a paralytic stroke afford to ignore
that portion o
ing. His condition plant material classified
as shrubs
Roughly speaking, a shrub is
is. Marion Harvill many-branched tree not exceed
in Rock Castle, vis- ing 20 feet in height. They ar
er, W. D. Tramel, useful in many different ways
Cecil Tramel, and from the quality and quantity of
their flowers to their screening
rs. Oliver Brasher leaves. Shrubs may be used to LANGUAGE
LESSON IN 'ME BULL RING: Screen Actress
, Linda, and Mrs. conceal, provide privacy, provide Ave Gardner
helps Mario Cabre, Spanish bullfighter and actor,
ecke, all of Cal- a windbreak and just to give, with an English
lesson as they sit in the bull ring between scenes of
re Saturday guests singly or en masse, beauty.
the movie they are making cm location at Gerona, Spain. Mario
If the homeowner wants a min- is
s. Cecil Brasher.
preparing for a visit to England when the movie company reConway and son, imum of gardening chores with
turns there later this month. James Mason is co-starred with Ava
Paducah Saturday. maximum of color and beauty, in the movie,
but Mario is said to be her leading man off the
Young, who spent shrubs are for him. The gardener screen. Last.
week the bullfighter said he was "profoundly in
seeking
his home in Bradenbackgrounds, succession love" with Miss Gardner
and "upset" over the visit paid her by
rrived Sunday to of bloom and mass effects for crooner Frank
Sinatra. (AP Wirephoto)
rimer at his home perennials and annuals invariably uses shrubs to provide part of
and Mr. Powley, Sunday at Their
• Fuller spent last the picture,
home on the Cadiz highway.
r daughter, Mrs. LiWhen To Plant Shrubs
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Martin and
Simpkins
Mr.
and
Most people start thinking
Miss Virginia McCaslin spent two children, Shelbyville,. Tenn.,
about shrubs when it's a little too
nces.
last week with her sister, Mrs. were guests of her sister, Mrs.
.. F. G. Whitt and late in the season to do much Earl
Smith, Mr. Smith and their John F. Loftus, Jr., and Mr. Lofy, Memphis, spent about them. Most of them require little daughter,
Ann, in Kirk- tus over the weekend.
with her parents, spring or fall planting. The wood,
Mo.
Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Jr., Mrs. Jag. John Butts. Mrs. ground should be prepared careMiss Dorothy Ann Davis repre- gers and three children, spent
ughter will remain fully, as one would for a perensented
The Princeton Leader Mother's Day with Dr. Jaggers'
ays, due to the ill- nial.
at the Western Kentucky Asso- parents, Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Sr.,
other.
Morgan avenue, spent Sunday
Most shrubs enjoy spots which ciated Press
meeting in Madison- and Mrs. Jaggers in Bowling
Butts suffered a have been dug deep, and a hole
with his mother, Mrs. Ida Brelsville
Sunday.
Green.
y last week in a made ample to accomodate their
ford and sister, Miss Bessie BrelsMrs.
Charles
B.
Lester
and two
Mrs. Tylene Talley has returned ford on South Jefferson street.
ome, causing a se- roots without crowding. In trans.
knee, necessitating planting, it's wise to dig well- children, of St. Louis, Mo., are to her home at 207 Franklin
M-Sgt. Jack Brown and Mrs.
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lester, street after spending two weeks Brown of Fort Campbell spent
es. She is confined rotted manure into the earth bewith her brother, R. L. Allen and Mother's Day with their parents,
her home here,
low the hole. After putting she Washington street.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Smith, South Mrs. Allen in Little Rock, Ark.
ter Marshall and plant and its ball of earth into
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Brawn, and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Powell and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper.
on, Ft. Lauderdale, the ground, fill in with rich top- Jefferson, were the guests of
few days last week soil and compost, taking care to their daughter, Mrs. Bob Powley children of Paducah, accompanied
Charles D. Scott, Jr., Paducah.
by Mrs. Blanche Hobgood of this spent Sunday at his home here
ents, Mr. and Mrs. eliminate airholes.
plants thrive on acid soil, so it city, spent
Mother's Day with with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McWhen the hole is two-thirds full, is best to keep them together
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Lowery Connell, and grandparents, the
rs. Willis Butts and the soil should be pressed
firmly, rather than attempt to grow them and family on
South Jefferson Rev. and Mrs. 0. M. Shultz.
wina, and J. C. preferably with the feet,
into in the same location as the shrubs street. Mrs.
Hobgood remained in
ort, spent the week- place. Then the, shrub
is wel and bushes which prefer alkaline Princeton.
r. and Mrs. John watered and when the water
Sea slugs are sold in Chinese
has or blander soil.
Mr. and Mrs. William, Brelsford, markets smoked and sun-dried.
drained away, the remainder o
When And How To Prune
Mrs. C. T. Henson the earth filled in.
The rule of thumb for times to
y night in Paducah
On The Care Of Shrubs
prune is, roughly, between flowrother, Frank HenIt is frequently a good idea to ering time and July
for the spring
leave a dished area around the flowering shrubs, and
in the late
rs. Robert Fralick oase of the shrub to catch and
fall or early spring for the sumafternoon guests of hold water. After that, the bush
mer-and-later flowering' types.
B S. McWorthy. . should be watered carefully unDead wood should be removed,
Woodsides, Marion, til it is well established. Excep
of course, but the trick in prunher daughter, Mrs. for occasional pruning, shrubs reing a shrub is to maintain the
gmton, and Mr. Wig- quire little care. A pint or so of
natural outlines of the plant by
bone meal sprinkled around the cutting back to the base for
old
rs. Jual Brumback base and then dui in is ample wood,
and cutting off equal
r, Julia Ann, Cincin- for most of the leaf-shedding
amounts of newer wood from each
uests of Mr. and Pim. trees.
branch. Shrubs — except when
and Mrs. Allie
The list of shrubs is long, and used as a hedge should never
be
I days.
it would take many pages even to trimmed off tc,
" a hard round or
rs. Milton Young and list the varieties available to the
square shape.
turned to their home gardener. Sufficient to say that
Without attempting to do more
Sunday -after a vis- there are some shrubs, which c
father, L. B. Young, provide color every month In the than mention personal interests—
there are literally thousands to
flung.
year. Probably among the mos
choose from — here are a few
Mrs. Dewey Cart- popular are forsythias with their
'ansville, spent the early spring yellow blooms, li- shrubs which can pfovide color
oh her parents, Mr. lacs, spireas and rhododendrons. 12 months of the year:
October to January: the native
S. G. Wigginton in
There are a number of broadleaved evergreens, so useful to witch hazel; with its yellow,
strap-shaped flowers. February:
provide year-round color an
dogwood with its red stems.
handy to put into shady spots
March: ivinter honeyscultie. April:
Most of the evergreens, including
Mrs. R. P. 'Sisco and laurel and azalea, are a little forsythia, magnolia, flowering al"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.
wisher, Marion, were more choosy and fussy about loca- mond, spires, shadblow. May:
moon guests of Mr. tions and types of soil. These azaleas, deutzia, lilac, viburnum,
llopkinsville
Street
Phone 9/21
lilac. June: mockorange, snovtberry. July: buddleia, hydrangea.
August: Rose of Sharon, abelia.
September: Gordonia.

' Arnold P. Buckalew, who has
been making his home with his
family In Princeton for the past
four years, has been named as
manager of the Kentucky Utilities
offlee us Ohio -t-e-trh-l-y,
learned yesterday.
Mr. Buckalew has been a member of the company's construction
department with headquarters in
Earlington. He is a Mason, Shriner, a meipber of the Elks lodge
and former member of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce. He is a
member of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Mr. Buckalew has recently purchased a home in Hartford and
plans to move his wife and two
sons to that city in the :sear
future.
BROADCAST IS A BIRD
Van Nuys, Calif. — (AP) —
"Well, Well, Santa Claus. Give
me a kiss sweetheart. Let's take a
bath. Oh, boy." This is not Cuddles LeLove greeting her sugar
daddy, but a sample of the dialogue dished out by the talking
Mynah bird owned tiy Ferd C.
Peck.
BA-0, which means "bird that
talks" in the fowl's native India,
is apt to repeat anything he overhears. "This can sometimes be
disconcerting," says Peck. "BA-0
mimics my voice so well I think
I'm talking to myself.' The mynah, a floe-than sound effects department, can also imitate the
sound of the doorbell, the telephone, make a knocking sound
and say "come in."
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Keeney
and little daughter, of Orlando,
Fla., are visiting his mother, Mrs.
Mary Lou Crawford, and Mrs.
Keeney's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Gresham.

Canadian Is Elected
To Head Kiwanians
Delegates attending the 95th
annual convention of Kiwanis International at Miami this month
elected a Canadian business leader to head the organization in the
,ea, itheed,--Offieers el the Xi-wanis Club of Princeton were informed today that Don H. Mur,
roch, president of the Peerless
Laundry, Ltd., at Winnipeg, Manituba, would suceeed J. Hugh Jackson Palo Alto, Calif., as president ;
of Kiwanis International, which
now embraces more than 3,100
clubs throughout t h e United
States, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii
and the Yukon Territory.

It pays a woman to be skillful
with a needle, particularly when
r for makthg -hats
and accessories, rays Mrs. Lucille
Warren, `ft o m e demonstration
agent in Clark county. She cited
the case of Mrs. A. B. Eeton, who
has a dozen costumes by using a
basic dress with different accessories. The dress, beige in color.
was a wise choice, for practically
all other colors may be worn
with it.
Here are some of the accessories this member of the L and H
All species of pumpkin and
Homemakers Club made or squash originated in the Western
bought to wear with the dress, Hemisphere.
several of them serving in more
than one combination:
1. Reblooked green felt hat with KEACH'E in Hopkinsville
FOR COMPLETE
brown veil, green scarf, brown
HOME FURNISHINGS
shoes and bag. 2. Natural color
straw hat, which she trimmed,
straw bag, beige gloves, and violets worn at the neck of the dress.
3. Red velveteen hat with Matching cuffs and collar, all of which
she made. 4. Taffeta jerkin made
from a skirt, with red hat, shoes
and bag. 5. Brown felt hat, brown
and gold scarf, brown 'shoes and
bag, beige gloves. 6. Brown rough
straw hat, alligator leather bag
and shoes and natural gloves. 7.
Black straw hat, black patent
pumps and purse, natural gloves,
pearls and matching. earrings. P.
Navy suede shoes, broadcloth bag
and gloves, and navy and light
blue scarf.

Dial 3211

Specialty
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

1950s BEST NEWS IN LOWEST PRICE CARS!

SAVE MONEY

Regular Gasoline
Ethyl Gasoline

Weekend Special

2-cent discount on each gallon of
gasoline everY Saturday and Sunday!

AS SHOWN

STUDEBAKER CHAMPION
6-PASS., 2-DOOR CUSTOM SEDAN

The Sttuiebalcer Champion
is'one of the4lowest price
largest selling cars!
.

Sam sad half *RAMS, Ifeity, *sire
Mos may gory delay la aearby otormeahr
der So 010oomet,I aromporkalla• ciorros

Comparably,lee taborer ort other
Studebaker Champion& Curiae Model=
445ee. *edam,5-pass. Stertlybe etaredu
beeduera 000p•

,

CORNICK SERVICE STATION

RM WEATHER FASHIONS!

Delivered in Princeton

Meal wiskoct le chow Noltoet wake

Hopkinsville Road

Phone 2053

"HOSPITAL DAY" NEXT SUNDAY, MAY 28th
TO COMPLTE
THE WEST KENTUCKY BAPTIST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
THE CALDWELL BAPTIST
ASSOCIATION, composed of
32 Churches with a total membership of 6,604, has set May
28th as "Hospital Day" when
all the Churches in this Association will present the claims
of the Hospital and take an
offering for the
Building
Fund.

4111A,

I 736
..

I Chrfs'
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Season's Pet Fashions in Sheers; Crease Resistant;
Styles in Gingham. Prints and Voiles are just as
See our complete line of these as well as Nelly DOSS.
Lee and Levine Styles.

led

ida

ek-54.

$230,000.00 have already
been spent in the construction of this Building. The entire concrete framing stands
completed. The next work will
set in the walls and install
the windows which will finish the outside of the Building.

•

*When completed this Hospital will be the pride of West
Kentucky Baptists.
In The territba-y ote West
Kentucky there are 417 Baptist Churches with a combined membership of 91,971.
There Churches are organized
into 12 Associations. All these
12 Associations are represented on the Board of Trustees
of the Hospital.
All these Baptists are now
lined up officially behind this
Hospital to carry it on to
completion.

THIS HOS ITAL WILL BE A GLORY TO CHRIST AND A MONUMENT TO
WEST KENTUCKY BAPTISTS

It is confidently expected
that Caldwell Association will
do a noble part next Sunday.

EVERYBODY WANTS TO SEE THIS HOSPITAL COMPLETED. WORK WILL PROGRESS AS RAPIDLY AS
THE MONEY IS AVAILABLE. MAY EVERY CHURCH IN CALDWELL ASSOCIATION HAVE A NOBLE PART
IN IT NEXT SUNDAY.
Send all money to the Hospital Offices, Court House, Paducah, Kentucky.
Dr. H. G. M. Hatter, Trustee Caldwell Association.
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Constant Anxiety Over
A Child Can Be Harmful

Typhoid Reported Otter Pond
In County; Unit Parsonage Started
Warns Of Danger By Midway Church

Cobb News

M r a. Bessie Cummins, Eddyvilla, was a guest of Mrs. Cline
Murphy .last weekend.
that all those babies who spend
By David Taylor Marke
Mr. and. Mrs. Claude Hart and
Are you the type of mother who safe and happy days and sleep two *children . of Morganfield
that
worried
• is so
about her child
peacefully through every night were guests of Mr. and Mrs. P.
she can't bear to leave him alone
not make the headlines. It C. Hart Sunday.
do
a minute for fear something might
would be a. good_klea. also to
happen to herdCleu Itart-,--teaciter In tne-FrE:
think about how many people surIf you are, you'd better .take vive the hazards of childhood.
donia School, is on tour with the
hold of yourself ancl-e
Every parent wants his son to seniors of the school in eastern
--it is too late, advises theislational
meet life with courage and forti- Kentucky this week.
Kindergarten Association.
tude. Growing up in an atmosMrs. Lena Kenady, who has
Take for example (says the Asphere of worry and fear is not been seriously ill for several
sociation) Janet Pearson, mother
conducive to serenity of mind: ill for several weeks, remains in
of an eight-months-old son, who
says: "He has always been well. Many a woman provides good the same condition.
Miss Mollie Davie, Evansville,
It's just that there are so many physical care — wholesome food,
terrible accidents these days. One sensible clothing, adequate rest— is visiting her niece, Mrs. One
give
fails
but
her
to
children
Bryant, and nephew, Garland
can hardly pick up a paper without reading about some child hav- something equally important: an Shouldes, this week.
mother.
unworried
ing drowned or been burned or
Miss Wanda Rose Wood, Bethel
That doesn't mean, says the as- College, Hopkint,ville, spent the
having had a bad fall—I'm so
afraid something like that will sociation, "that a mother should weekend with her parents, Mr.
not furnish safeguards for her and Mrs. Garland Wood.
happen to Richard.
"I try to be very careful," she children until they learn to deThe Cobb Homemakers met in
continues. "I spend practically pend upon themselves, or that the home
of Mrs. Guy Luellen
every waking minute watching young children do not need much Tuesday afternoon,
attention; it does mean that, havover him."
Several members of the fellow"Looking at sturdy, good-natur- ing provided for their well-being
ed little Richard might lead one in every way possible, she ship organization of the Midway
to dismiss his mother's fears should not burden them or her- Baptist ChUrch are planning to
attend the fish fry. at the church
lightly," says the association. self with anxious fears."
tonight,
"But it was evident that this
In other words, treat your child
woman needed to gain a different as your parents did theirs, ad- take care of himself. Then
he
perspective regarding the care of vises the association. Provide him should ibe ,alltowed to do •so.
her son—both his mental health with the care necessary to keep Mother helps out by not going
and hersiwere in Jeopardy."
him safe Until he is strong around in a state of constant
Parents would do well to recall enough and sensible enough to anxiety.

CRASH VICTIM: Nine-year-old Leonard. Snyder, of Chicago,
lies in a hospital at Vallejo, Calif., With two broken legs, unaware
his mother, Bernice, died in the same bridge crash, March 10, that
put his father Clifford, 43, in an Oakland hospital with critical
injuries. Aid for the lad was sought through newspapers after
it was found there was no money for hospital bills or his care.
(AP Wirephoto)

Eddyville Road
Holiemakers Meet

Memorials
If you have been postponing selecting a memorial for a
loved one, why not come in and choose now from the large showing in this section.

Good Quality
Good Workmanship
Good Value
In Good Taste
•
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HENRY & HENRY
Telephone 3284

Princeton, Ky.

Simple, plain, well proportioned and suitably colored flower
containers should be selected for
arranging flowers, said Mrs. Gordon Lisanby and Mrs. W. H. McElroy to the Eddyville Road
Homemakers when that club met
with Mrs. G. U. Griffin May 12,
Miss Helen Beck read Psalm 19
and a poem, "The Lord God
Planted a Garden."
M ;. Tichenor appointed a
committee composed of Mrs.
Chas. Hubbard, Mrs. Loyd Beck,
and Mrs. L C. Lisman to select
officers for the ensuing year.
The minor project for this
meeting was given by Mrs. Denny Cash on outdoor fire places.
Miss Jane Beck had charge of
the recreational period.
The June 9th meeting will .be
at the home of Mrs. Loyd Beck.
Members present were: Mrs. W.
H. Beck, Mrs. Loyd Beck, Mrs.
Denny Cash, Mrs. Chas. Hubbard,
Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, Mrs. G. U.
Griffin, Mrs. L. C. Lisman, Mrs.
Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. Gordon Lisanby, Mrs. J. M. Tichenor, Miss
Helen Beck, Miss Jane Beck
Mrs. C. H. Joggers, Mrs. Chas.
Wadlington. New members Mrs.
Billy McElroy and Mrs. Ralph
Randolph were added to the roll.

Mr. and Mrs. Monroe L. Major
and children, Alex and Sara, Boston, Ky., spent las tweekend with
Mrs. W. E. Major and Mrs. Ethel
French.

-r

A case of typhoid fever, occuring in Caldwell county on
Fredonia Route 2 with S. W.
Wilson, coloi
-W,
- 11 the sufferer
has been reported to the Caldwell County Health Unit by the
attending physician, Dr. Ralph L.
Cash, Mrs. Arney, T. Rawls, the
Unit's clerk, said. The typhoid
'case Is said to be making satisfactory progress towards recovery.
Typhoid fever which ten years
ago- took a toll
138 lives in
Kentucky, caused 13 deaths
throughout the state in 1949, according to preliminary reports.
This is a marked improvement
in the death rate, but it is important to note that there were
150 cases • reported last year,
which means that typhoid is still
a public health problem.
More particularly, typhoid is a
community problem and its control should be a community project. By inspection water supplies,
sewage disposal and milk pateurization, Robert S. Jacob, your local sanitarian, is making a definite contribution to its prevention.
Since typhoid is a filth-borne
disease, remedying inadequate
sanitation is of fundamental importance in its control. Also of

I. C. Train 101
Dui
To Leave At 525p
Illinois Central
will be due out of

4
.
101;noti
asen
r:O
en
deolti
as
sIty weik
re

5
dwu
:h
2e5icohpiitwm
ailt.i, 5:45,..all
Work on the Midway Baptist
Church parsonage is progressing which
nicely. The basement has been venlences.
ompletrit-mnd-lamber it now-or,
Midway
the ground for the framework of hold lt s f,
bitikking
the t new sixrrdom
Thursday night, m,
fundamental importance is the church. A fish fry
joyed by the mew,'
immunization program.
that ;
Typhoid vaccine is administer- ganization
Mr. and Mrs. Jia,
ed in three injections, according
and daughter, and
to Dr. W. L. Cash, county health
officer. These injections are us- Mitchell returnee'
noon after spendiny
ually given a week apart and
with relatives in
the immunity lasts for a period
D. C.
of two years.
Mrs. Hewlett L.
Immunization Is particularly
important since the disease is so her son, Stevens L
earl.
infectious that an epidemic may
Billie Mitchell of IA
result from the infection of one
person. Not only those currently College, Bowling (.
suffering from the disease, but the weekend with
those who are convalescing and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Richai;.,
even those who have recovered
but till harbour the typhoid weekend with tie;
germ, may spread the disease. Cleveland, Ohio.
In addition to human carriers,
Jacqueline Shot:
the common house fly is also res- at Bethel College,
ponsible for the transmission of spent the weekena
folk.
typhoid.
•
Mr. and Mrs.
If the death rate from this disease is to continue its downward family spent Sund.,
trend, constant vigllance is re- tives in Christian
quired and the safeguaids which
Frank Pasteur, P.
are known to prevent the spread
of hte disease must be observed, Sunday with his 11,
kinsville stre,;
the health officer said.

Spring Lamb Market
Now Open!
We will receive all classes of livestock, lambs and fat
sheep, at
Princeton each Monday. Read our market report in The
Princeton
Leader and listen to WPKY at 12:00 Noon, each
day.
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...Just who does win in a

PRICE WAR?
... CERTAINLY YOU CAN'T AND
DON'T GET SOMETHING FOR
- NOTHING ... At Most, Not For Long

IT JUST CAN'T BE DONE!

SIMbecunnve

Is Definitely Enriched
with Health producing materials - - - Calcium - for
strong bone structure - Proteins - to give
Sinewy, Powerful muscle - - - Vitamins, Iron and other
Minerals for Rich Red Blood!

JOE ALTSHELER
;,.

DILL PAYNE
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IN Y
WITH

ONLY BREAD GUARA NTEED and DEDICATED
TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS by the Baking
INDUSTRY

Hopkinsville Livestock Co.
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Very NECESSARY In Your Daily Diet And YOU, Mrs.
Consumer, Must Buy

CALL OR SEE BRAD LACY

1,20°
and
moonlit
ni the ell

$

BREAD IS A BASIC FOOD

We Now Have Yearling
Western Stock Ewes For Sale

100 To
nnual

Itateareseassfssa

Billy French, Murray, spent
Mother's Day with his mother,
Mrs. Ethel French and family on
Highland avenue.

Farmers Stockmen

Ma

Sunbewt:Vread
AMERICA'S FINEST ENERGY BREAD
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To Attend At The Churches
ual 4-H Week
w 1,200 boys and girls, club
and comity farm and
demonstration agents will
the 24.0t-astattal -1-H Week
e University. of Kentucky
6-10,--All -IRO mantle. in
ticky will be represented.
will study dairying, pouleeping and the raising of
cattle, sheep and hogs, and
will take part in demonstrain making clothing, prepareals and using frozen foods.
tacky firemen, who will be
ding a special school at the
,rsity the same week, will
a program the first evening
ed, "Fire from the Sky."
Laing assembly speakers will
Jn Thomas P. Cooper, PresRalph Woods of Western
College and Dr. Leo M.
iberlain, vice president of
niversity of Kentucky. Vesservices will be held each
'ng.
hard Clement of Hopkins
ty, president of the Kentucssociation of 4-H Clubs, will
de at the opening program.
e odor of truffles has been
ibed as a "fruity fragrance",
the National Geographic go-

A GAME
ROOM
IN YOUR CELL AR
WITH 'WALLBOARD
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News From The Past

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer% Minister
Service*:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 e.
CYF,meets at 6:00 p.m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of 'those
who made up the populace of Princeton aud Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re•
learteca. shoetia
,
after the turn of the Leatai y, wrote-therm
-1:31Ver 40 YeartWe—Ffifie Stayed and Pnid
JUIY 6, 1906. Yesterday, T. H. Ellintise Arnold, Clara May Smith,
King; the undertaker, Went to the Anna Berl Davis, Sadie Aral,
C. A. Woodall
Virgil Smith
old Clay Rice place, near New Stremler, Mildred Fairchild, Mary
Bethel, Lyon County, and ex- Gresham, Katherine and Lucille
OFFICES
homed the remains of Curtis P. Pickering, Grace Pepper, Annie
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Rim, deceased. The remains were Laura Cash, Lucy Howard, BerRev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
brought to Princeton and re-en- nie Sims, Mary Eliza Dudley and
SUNDAY
tered in the City Cemetery. The Marjorie Kevil.
9:45 am. Sunday School
child died in the month of Sep• • •
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
tember, thirty-eight years ago
July 13, 1906. Mrs. Frank Glov7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
and was placed in g metallic cof- er and
daughters, of Austin, TexWEDNESDAY
fin, which was in good shape. as, are guests of
Mr. and Mrs.
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
Curtis Rice was a brother of Mrs. Chas. Pepper at Mrs.
Chas..Met8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
T. M. Averitt, of Louisville, end calfe's on South
Jefferr,on street.
Mrs. Mollie Dulaney, of Kelsey.
OGDEN METHODIST
• • •
• •
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
July 13, 1906. The following of- [
—movies sr*
July 3, 1906. "Wild Bill" CalChurch School, 9:45 o'clock
ficers of the K. and P. Lodge of
vert
is
here
from
the
Old
SolMorning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
this city, were elected at last
dier's Home at Pewee Valley. He
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
night's meeting: John Wilson,
will
spend
several
days
in
the C. C.; W. D. Dawson, V. C.;
6 o'clock
C. M
city
and
county
with
relatives.
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wood, K. II. and S.; Dr. U. C.
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 ELEVEN-YEAR-OLD COLLEGE STUDENT: Bobby Gordon
Nall, Prelate; Clyde Johnson, M.
July 6, 1906. Misses Amanda
o'clock
A.; Claude Akin, M. A.; Walter
(above), 11, will attend freshman chemistry classes at Western and Mary L o u
Akin are the
Reserve University in Cleveland starting June 19. He is about six guests of their sister, Mrs. Hugh Wood, I. G.; and. Wilson Pollard,
FIRST BAPTIST
0. G.
years
of
ahead
himself
in
science
subjects
but
other
will
continue
Hurley, of Marion.
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
studies at an elementary school. His grades in other subjects are
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
•
•
•
normal and he plays second base on a baseball team. He is shown
Jury 10, 1906. Miss Katie May
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
FEDERAL LAND BANK
at work in his home laboratory in Cleveland. (AP Wirephoto)
Landrum returned Sunday from
5:45 p. m. Training Union
a visit of several days at St. Louis.
LOANS
7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Sunday School 9:45 cm.
She reports her father, Mr. T. J.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Offer
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
Landrum, as almost recovered
Young People's Service 6:00
CHEAP
MONEY TO
from
a
right
severe
illness.
PRINCVTON
P.m.
.
FARMERS
CHURCH Or THE IMMACUThrough
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m. ti July 13, 194.
Friday afternoon,
LATE CONCEPTION, EARLWednesday evening
prayer of last week, Mable Ruth and THREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
INGTON
LOAN ASSN.
service 7:00 p.m.
Rowena Coates entertained et
First, third and fifth Sundays,
their
home
-on
North
Loans
made
on good farms
'Jefferson
CEDAR
BLUFF
BAPTIST
Mass at 8 o'clock.
street, quite a number of their from 10 to 33 years at 4% InRev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
Second and fourth Sundays,
little friends, the hours being terest on amortized payments
Preaching services every secfrom four to six. Innocent games
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. ond and fourth Sunday
at 11 a.m. of various
"Savage"...so
kinds were freely inMass at 10 o'clock.
and 7 p. m.
much a man,
dulged
in,
and
delicious
refreshOUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSPrayer meeting every Thursonly a woman,J. D. ALEXANDER
ments were served. -It was a happy
PITAL CHAPEL
uld understand him
day night at 7 p. m.
occasion and will long be rememSecretary - Treasurer
...so great a motion
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Sunday school every Sunday
bered by the following little folk: Dial 3351 — Princeton, /C.,y.
picture—it will lift you
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
morning at 9:45 a. m.
Helen Coleman, Frances Eldred,
to heights you never
Second and fourth Sundays,
CUMBERLAND
dreamed of!
Mass at 8 o'clock.
PRESBYTERIAN
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
W. H. Tallent, minister
Rev. William Borntraeger is
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Clements is assistant pastor.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. rn
Evening Warship, 7:30 p. m.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
Prayer meeting every Wednes(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
TODAY
Sunday School every Sunday day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second - and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every SaturC. P'Pool Tractor
day at 7:30 p. m.

BETTER than ever

H.

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Sunday School-10 a. m.
Preaching-11 a. m.
Training Union —6 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7 p. m.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madiaonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor

starring

And Implement Co.

20,\ \GREGORY PECK
ProiNeN1 by

throcIed Of

DARRYL F. ZANUCK • HENRY KING
aorrvay•rox

Screen Play by Sy Bartlett and Beano Lay, Jr.
Baud on tbe Novel by kirn• Lay, Jr.end Sy Bartlett

Added Treats!

Princeton, Ky.

TECHNICOLOR CARTOON
PAMAMOUNT

NEWS

HIS SUCCESSES WERE REMEMBERED
BY THE WOMEN
HE HAD FORGOTTfNI

COLOR Sr

ZACHARY SCOTT
LOUIS
HAYWARD
DIANA LYNN
'SONIC
G
REENSEREET
eon
Wall/
;441;1

I
s
ChWerVOR

Yvonne DeCARO CharlesCOBURN
Scott BRADY•Johniitail.

Added njoyment!
JOE DOAKES COMEDY - MUSICAL CARTOON

Added Joy!
CARTOON COMEDY
TECHNICOLOR FEATURETTE
WORLD NEWS

lEANNE CRAI115• EWE tliMINIE
MEE WARS • WILLIAM MINN

„
•
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Tho Princeton-Cadiz Rosa
COMMONWEALTH OF.
ences; good location. Will trade KENTUCKY, DErAKTMENT OP Smith Corporate Limit of
Pal. Twelve,
ten to Trigg County Line, i
for smaller home or farm. See HIGHWAYS, NOTICE TO
miles. Class I Binder, Real
CONTRACTORS
Bill Hodge or J. D. Hodge, Sr.
phalt Surface.
Sealed bids will be received by
45-tfc
linRobinson
The attention of
and cultivator.
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
the Department of Highways at bidders
is called to the pr
Kentucky
glass cut anci installed to all
plement Co. Phone 2059. 45-Ste FOR SALE: One JohiC1)eire team its office, Frankfort,
10:00 A. M. CENTRAL fication requirements and
until
cars. Williams Texaco'Service
, for securing cc-melte
ImSit)
HELP WANTED: Man
disc cultivator. 'Robinson
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME On eligibility, the
Station, Coiner Plum & main. MALE
special pewit,
Jetta Murray and
for route
plement Co. Phone 2053. 45-Ste the • 9th day of June, 1950, at covering subletting
wanted
tic
car
with
Fifty students of the Fredonia June Kennedy,
557.
or
Phone
_Which „Pipe Wds will be publicly
Lon!,
No
ei.t-and
day.
a
in
220
124n.
to
the Dip
veSlit
high School won honor roll Wanda RilaY
Thairapro
2-1Soltam
wort
'for"read
Z:
and
L
11A
opened
Gary
p1ck-4
regulation which prohibit,
Seventh Gradef Special:
standing for the last six-week
Thirty-seven pupils were, plac- FOR SALE: Three Cate
experience or capital required.
plow!. Robinson Implement Co. ment of:
issuance Of
r
z
hay balers. Modal-MGM. Robinperiod of the year. Of this num- Childress.
• 45-320 'CALDWELL COUNTY, SP 17- P. M. on theproposals
ed on the "citizenship honor
Sharp,
2053.
Mt.
today.
Phone
day
Write
Steady.
son Implement Co. Phone 2059.
'I' h e Eddyville-Fredonla opening of bids. prec
Regular: Donald Fralick and roll" at the Fredonia High School
222
ber 23 were placed on the special
Free453tc
120 East Clark Street,
SALE: Registered Hereford Road (Street in Fredonia) from
honor roll and 27 were named on Phillip Phelps.
for the 1949-50 school term and
46-2tp FOR
to I.C.R.R. Crossing, NOTE: A PURCHASE CHAR,
port, Ill.
Bulls. All good blood line. Crider Street and
the regular list, according to a
Eighth Grade: Regular only1 21 maintained a perfect atten- FOR SALE: If you don't know
High Type Sur- OF $10.00 WILL BE MAKE Fr,
Grade, Drain
,
Humphries
Guy
T.
Principal
R.
year,
on
Priced right.
statement by
PROPOSAL
Betty Burton, Patsy Dortch, Dor- dance record for the entire
facing, 0.127 miles, and sidewalk EACH
used cars, be sure you know FOR RENT: The Bright Spot
45-2tp
TANCE MUST ACCOMp
anphone 2744.
Nichols.
construction at school.
is Green, Katherine Moore, Shel- Principal Guy Nichols
West Main St. Dial 3305. 47-1te
the dealer. For clean, used cars
S
REQUEST
FOR THE PRO
SP GROUP 46 (1960) Caldwell
The following students were by Jean Sigler and Nancy Travis. nounced.
in all price ranges, see Ran- FOR YOUR: Buttons, buckles THE FREDONIA SEED CO.: is County, SP 17-62 The Princeton- AL FORMS. REFUNDS Wit
the
for
honA.
Nichols
George
citizenship
Mr.
Mrs.
by
see
the
BE
on
MADE
NOT
belts
named
Pupils
FOR ANY
and
dolph Motors. Ours are A-1.
offering -a complete field ser- Hopkinsville Road from Main &
SON.
last honor roll group of the year: Cancer Mobile Unit
Davis. Phone 3581. 206 Frankor roll received an "A" rating in
Ford sales and service. 36-tic
vice to the seed -producer this S. Jefferson Streets in Princeton
Further
Brokn,
,
Linz
to
term
47-Hp
information
Special:
to
Franklin
entire
Street
Freshmen:
E. Main
conduct for the
lin street.
coming harvest time. You fur- along
proposels, et cetra, will he
Street, 0.049 mile. Rock Asphalt nished
Thelma May Canada, Glenda Arrives In Princeton
win the special honor, it was ex- FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
recombine,
we
upon
field,
mules.
nish the
application ix
Surface.
Cruiser control, shift to Scott- FOR SALE: Two work
The Cancer Mobile Unit which plained.
Childress, Shirley Jean Hill,
Frankfort Office. The right is
clean and process at reasonable
Robinson Implement and MotCaldwell County Sp 17-20P The served tg reject
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
Wanda Phelps and Donna Quer- arrived here Tuesday is stationMrs. Wanda Riley Sherrills,
any and all
nts
arrangeme
47-2tc
terms. Make your
or Co. Phone 2053.
Princeton-Marion Road from Main
shift to reverse and forward. 4
ed in front of Ogden Methodist daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
termous.
exceeds & S. Jefferson Streets in Prince- DEPARTMENT OF 111CHWA
demand
Current
early.
with
p.
pub2 h.
/
Frankfort, Kentucky
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
Katherine Church, will be open to the
Riley, Crider, has a perfect atRegular: Lara
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
the supply of field seeds. Call ton along Main, Plum and W. May 18, 1950
o'clock, tendance record for the entire
shift. Williams Texaco Service
41
Brown, Donald Conway, Betty lic tonight from 7 until 9
Electrical Supplies, visit
30-1tc Main Streets to West Corporate
and
4212.
or
4202
Fredonia
re- 12 school-years and was never
Stationnum and Main St.
Sue Ennis, Gloria H e s s, Don it is announced. The unit will
and Kennedy Electric
Limit, 0.796 mile. Class I Binder,
Stalling
The
rosefiah,
or
ocean
tic
Phone 2445.
main here through Friday.
tardy during that time, school
Rogers and Rose Ellen Terrell.
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone WANTED: Man to cut and bale Rock Asphalt Surface.
Caldwell County, SP 17-142 gives birth to live young.
authorities reported.
20 acres of alfalfa hay on the
Sophomores: Special: MarY
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
and
makes
All
MAKING:
WATCH
tic
The 37 citizenship honor roll
shares. N. C. McCarty, route
Louise Askew, Barbara JeLn Livestock Market
models; clocks, jewelry repair47-2tp
for the year were:pupil's
6, Princeton.
Austin, Clinton Beavers, Joletta
stock.
local
Chas.
the
guaranteed
work
at
All
ed.
Cattle prices
FOR SALE: New building lots
Seniors: Wanda Riley Sherrills,
Beckner, Mary Louise Canada, yards were fully $1.00 higher
watchcertified
"Pete" Russell,
Jetta Murjust opened up. Very beautiful FOR SALE: New house just finMargarette Howton, Leroy Mc- compared to the previous week Marie Van Hoosier,
maker. 203 N. Harrison St
ished. Four rooms and bath,
Williams, Wanda
and old elm trees, breezy and
Barbara
ray,
Neely and Jackie Yandell.
33-tic
and active at the advance
vacant. Nice lot and garden,
Sewage, electricity, city
Traylor, Millahigh.
Luretta
Nelson,
Faught.
Juniors: Special: Frank
1417
TOTAL HEAD
Brown, WALLPAPER SALE: One-half
lot 50x-50 feet, located at the
road. Richard RatHilda
new
water,
Barnes,
deane
Regulars: Pat Bradshaw, Clara Long Fed Steers ....$27.00 29.00
end of South Seminary street,
liff subdivision, Cadiz road.
Sara Crayne, Marjorie Sigler
price on wallpaper of over 300
Baird, Doris George, Katherine Short Fed Steers
25.00 27.00
47-2tc
Princeton. Nice located Priced
3350.
Hogan.
.Phone
Edith
and
Joiner
from.
to
choose
patterns
Hale, Dorothy June Keel and Medium Quality Butcher
cheap for sale, $3,500. Come
Ann Blackburn, Frank
Juniors:
of
home
Company,
Hardware
Garnett Traylor.
CUSTOM HAY BALING: $4 a
22.00 25.00 Faught and Grady Riley.
and see it if interested. Open
Cattle
Red Spot Paints, Princeton,
Seniors: Special: Milladene Baby Beeves
2c a bale. See W. R.
/
ton or 121
24.00 28.00
Jean
house 9a. m. to 6 p. m., daily.
Barbara
s:
Sophomore
29-17tc
Ky.
Princefrom
miles
Barnes, -Doris Dearing, Myrtle Fat Cows
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50 Students On Fredonia Honor
Roll For Last Six-Week Period

37 From Fredonia
Win Citizenship
Honors forTerrn

MEMORIAL DAY FLOWERS

POTTED PLANTS
CUT FLOWERS
Memorial Wreaths

DECORATION NEEDS

A. M. HARVILL, Florist

NOW THE TRUTH
Arbrefithooaseftskt

POLIO EXPENSE POLICY

ILLIAMS
SHERWIN-W

HOUSE PAINT IS

SWP
ThST
tiiAiHERAAGAIN

Busch Cummins Insurance Agency

protection
your
\ For
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LOWEST PRICED

Only low-priced car with
V-type engine I
Ford-oniy Fore-hi the Izi-ge geld

.

offers you the Moth,
forming* of a V-8 ensing. Yet Foast
V-8 Is yours for hundred, of dollars less
than any other "Eight' Yes, even hundreds less than most "Sixes,'

WASH DRESSES
All Vat Dye Fast Color
Sizes 12 to 42

HOUSE PA!NT

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS DOUR
NEARBY
AT YOUR

---------

,
I

8uY It.. Try It...then Judge it in the Years to Come!

And Use these Gorgeous Interior Finishes

$1195

Only low-priced tar with
o "Lifeguard" Bodyl

wiry tow-prked car to
receive "Fashion Award"I
Ti., Forts the only car on the
teed lo nano the New York
Fashion Academy'e coveted
Fashion Car Medal two years in a
low. . the only low prised car to
receive It, ever I

Welded, all-steel body scientifically
reinforeid for strength -"soLnd-,endi•
booed" for quiet. Quality coach work
and baked-on enamel mean long lifehigh resale value.

KEM-GLO

Only low-priced car with
King-Size Brakes!

The Velvet Finish
Flat Wall Paint

The Miracle Lustre Finish

Trips are Puts whit features like
Ford's big 35% easier-acting
brakes to take VP work out of
driving-end yew embeag foam
fibber erisKs aid to banish
fatigue. Trips are treats, too,
while you see how ler you coon
so little gas and oil.

Soft,lovely colors with a flat,velvety
„yet washable..finish for finest interior decorating. Choose this quality
paint for your walls and ceilings.

'50 FORD

"TEST DRIVE" TH1

AT YOUR FORD
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Phone 2028
CHECK YOUR CAR • CHECK ACCIDENTS
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Only $1.30 per qt.

looksand wash*.like Wuxienamel
An almost tile-like finish that goes
on easier than any paint you ever
used. Gorgeous colors! No brush
marks ...dries in 3 or 4 hours.. •
one coat covers most surfaces.

Only $2.39 per qt.
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